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Editorial

What can be the focus
areas for the new BTMA
and BGMEA leaderships?
Akhi Akter
A few days ago the new
committee of Bangladesh
Garment Manufacturers and
Exporters Association (BGMEA)
has taken the charge led by
the new President Faruque
Hassan (Managing Director
of Giant Group). On the other
hand, Mohammad Ali Khokon
has been re-elected as the
president of Bangladesh Textile
Mills Association (BTMA) for the
two consecutive terms of 20212022 and 2022-23. The two new
leaderships having the most
important economic driving seat
during a time when the country’s
textile and apparel sector is
passing a very hard-hitting and
challenging time.
BGMEA is like a guardian for
the garments’ industrialists and
employees, whereas BTMA works
for yarn, fabric manufacturers and
textile product processors mills of
the country under private sector.
The epidemic has already shaken
the textile and garment industry.
Order cancellation, order retention,
and job loss are problems that
have already been addressed.
However, there are many more
issues to address to secure a
sustainable industry. Textile and
garment manufacturers told to
Textile Today that they want
sustainable pathway to overcome
the challenges from the elected
board of directors of BGMEA and
BTMA.
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Most wanted issues seeking
by the textile and apparel
manufacturers are:
•	BGMEA will do more to
determine the market potential
for apparel products.
•	Promote strong and iinovative
marketing strategy to tap new
markets and to expand more in
the traditional markets.
•	BGMEA, BTMA, BKMEA
etc. associations along with
government jointly will form
long term sustainable policy
to create a strong textile and
apparel industry.
•	To lessen the foreign dependency
the leaders will take right steps,
show their join effort to improve
supply chain creating backward
linkage industry more strong,
developing infrastructure etc.
•	BGMA and BTMA will emphasize
on sustainably produced
textiles and apparels. There is
a huge demand of sustainable
products in global market. Also,
this is important to save our

April 2021

environment and ensure long
term profit.
These two leaderships will call
•	
for investment in research and
development (R&D) to bring
innovations and find out the efficient
business process, new market
potential, new product category, way
to meet global market demand etc.
•	BGMEA will sit with international
buyers associations to stop
unethical buying practices, to set
rational prices for products that
will safeguard workers’ rights
bring a standard life for them.
Instead of COVID 19 impacts in
the industry--according to a study
carried by the Centre for Policy
Dialogue (CPD), a think-tank based
in Dhaka, and the Institute of
Policy Studies (IPS) of Sri Lanka-international clothing brands are
confident that Bangladesh will
remain a major source of apparels
in the coming months. It is a good
news for the two leaderships will
have an optimistic vibe to lead
the industry towards a better and
viable stage.

Cover Story

Price drop in US market puts
damper on apparel export
Textile Today Analysis

The fallouts of the pandemic COVID-19 have an
unprecedented impact on the global economy and
very badly impacted the price level of apparel items
to the US markets, the world's largest garment
importing nation. The apparel exporting countries to
the USA like Bangladesh, China, Egypt and Pakistan
have been facing a stiff price war to the American
markets in the time of the pandemic.
The supplying countries have been witnessing a drastic
price fall in the US markets and also a drop in the import
of goods due to slower demand by the consumers.
For instance, the price of imported apparel in the
US declined to $2.60 per Square Metre Equivalent
(SME) in February this year against $2.95 per SME
in February 2020, according to data from the US
Department of Commerce.
The USA imported $5.39 billion worth of garments in
February this year as against $5.91 billion in the same
month of 2020.
Last year, during the pandemic time, prices of
Bangladeshi-made t-shirts declined in the US
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US apparel market price fell in Feb 2021
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markets although the prices of the same T-shirt
made in Vietnam were almost double those of
Bangladesh to the American markets.
In the US market, the price of a dozen Bangladeshi
T-shirts made from cotton fell by 20 percent to
$17.99 in 2020 from $22.43 in 2019 while the price
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Bangladeshi-made t-shirts price
declined (20%) more in US compared
to Vietnam-made t-shirts price (17%)

US apparel import amount
comparison of Feb 2021 vs. Feb 2020
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of the same product made in Vietnam declined by 17
percent to $31.9 in 2020 from $38.2 in 2019.
The US is the single largest export destination for
Bangladesh and of the total export to the American
markets in a year nearly 90 percent includes apparel
items. In fiscal 2019-20, Bangladesh exported goods
worth $6.04 billion to the US markets, $6.5 billion in
fiscal 2018-19 and $5.98 billion in fiscal 2017-18, according
to data from the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB).
So, given the effect of lockdowns in Europe and
the USA and their impact on retail and demand,
the worst ever Christmas sales the world has seen,
and most of all the effect of price decline, which
is around 5 percent since September 2020, it was
a dark year for the industry, said Rubana Huq,
immediate past President of Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA).
As the uncertainties and stresses caused by the
second wave persist coupled with the relatively poor
administration and unavailability of a vaccine, and
the impact on the global economy it would leave,
this downtrend in export will probably continue till
April of this year, Huq also said.
International retailers and brands are asking for
deferment of payments. The vaccination hasn't had
pace in the west. Therefore, we need west to start
up, without which we won't pick up business.
As much as we understand that brands are delayed
with payments, the reality of insolvency at our end
persists. Regularly ask for discounts, deferment of
payment are critical issues for the sector to deal
with, Huq said.
Not all the retailers and brands have cleared the full
due payments yet and it is a constant negotiation process.
Buyers are following now a "go slow" approach and
placing their orders in small slots instead of bulk amount.

Vietnam made
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Year 2020
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Since the western market is yet under strict
lockdown, their retail sales have plummeted, the
request for payment deferment is always there. We
have been negotiating with each of the buyers as
best as we can.
Some 90 percent of the previous orders have been
reinstated and we are trying for the rest. However, it
is complicated since a good number of the dues are
caused by bankrupted buyers and we don't have any
legal protection against such non-payment.
Since the first wave of COVID-19 has hit our country
in March last year, particularly the exports started
getting affected since March 2020, a year-over-year
comparison of monthly exports between 2020 and
2021 would be misleading; thus the growth in export
for the months of 2021 has to be calculated with the
corresponding months of 2019.
After the third quarter of the fiscal year 2020-21, the
export earnings from RMG stood at $23.49 billion
which was $25.95 billion during the same period
of FY2018-19, indicating a 9.49 percent decline
equivalent to a short of $2.46 billion.
Knitwear export struggled to retain 0.35 percent
growth in March 2021 over March 2019; the average
growth of knitwear export for July-March 2020-21
than July-March 2018-19 is -1.15 percent.
Woven garments is facing the toughest time ever,
while export has suffered double-digit decline since
August 2020, and in March 2021 compared to March
2019 woven export fell by 27.70 percent. The ninemonth average growth between 2021 and 2019
stands at -17.62 percent.
The price trend continues to worsen as March 2021
posts a 5.11 percent decline in unit price compared to
March 2019.
The average decline in unit price for July-March
2020-21 compared to July-March 2018-19 is -3.58%.
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Such consecutive declines in unit price do not
require further analysis to understand the magnitude
of vulnerability the industry is dwelling with. The export
markets are still struggling to contain the spread of the
virus, the third wave has only added to the woes.
Until recently Bangladesh was faring well in
containing the infection; however, the present
lockdown, which is a timely move by the
government, would further impact the already
depressed performance of the industry.
"We are having negotiation with the US retailers
and brands so that they pay more prices for our
products. We have already held meetings with them
to convey our message for increasing the prices of
the goods," said Faruque Hassan, President of the BGMEA.
However, it is a matter of good news that the export
to the US is getting better now as the American
retailers and brands have been reopening their stores
in larger numbers from the lockdown, Hassan also said.

Export to US getting
"The next
better now as brands
two months
reopening stores
are very
crucial for us.
We have to
BGMEA negotiating
continue our
with US brands to pay
business as
more prices for BD made
there is a big
apparel
demand from
our buyers
Next 2 months are crucial
with the
for BD RMG mkaers as US
reopening of
buyers increasing demand
their stores,"
Hassan said
Figure: Some positive vibe for the BD
apparel industry.
adding that
the export
trend is good
now to the US markets. Nearly 50 percent people of
in the USA have been vaccinated so far. "So, the US
retailers and brands are confident that the business
with a rebound soon," Hassan also said.

Govt. to promote 17 items including
apparel in post LDC export
Imran Shikder
In an effort to promote exports after
Bangladesh graduates from the least
developed country (LDC) to lower
middle income status, Bangladesh
govt. has selected 17 products.

toys, bicycle and motorcycle,
fruits and vegetables, paper
and cardboard, and Information
Technology (IT) and IT-enabled
services.

The selected 17 products are
selected from a list of items, given
by the Bangladeshi commercial
counsellors from 20 countries,
where export of these goods
can be boosted expressively,
additionally suggesting a policy
supports if required.

Now the ministry officials are
working on to identify the barriers
that the products face in those
twenty countries as well as find
ways to remove the obstacles.

A Ministry of Commerce (MoC) senior
official said to a leading media that
the government sought ideas and
suggestions from the commercial
counsellors about the products.
The products comprise: woven
fabrics of jute and jute yarn,
footwear, leather goods, antibiotic,
electronics, furniture, ceramics,
frozen fish and crustaceans,
sacks and bags and jute articles,
pharmaceuticals, plastic goods,
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The official said during the pandemic
period the country's export is already
facing axe and various challenges.
After graduation from the LDC
club the challenges will deepen
further. So, diversification of
export products and destinations
will be key factors.
Efforts need to be given to enhance
export by providing as much
as policy supports needed and
removing all obstacles, he also said.
"We have to give supports to raise
export, keeping in mind what our

April 2021

competitors provide."
He noted that a specific action
plan will be taken to promote the
products in the countries, where
they have immense potentials to be
exported in increased volume.
These products can be given
required cash incentives so that
they can compete in their targeted
destinations.
"We are working on keeping
in mind all the regulatory
requirements, tariff preferences,
existing tariff, and documentary
requirements to promote these
products," he added.
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5 reasons why garment
manufacturers were hit
hardest by COVID-19
Emily Newton is a manufacturing journalist and the Editor-in-Chief of Revolutionized

The COVID-19 pandemic adversely
affected numerous industries,
and garment manufacturers were
among the hardest hit. Here are
some of the reasons why the
global health threat impacted the
apparel sector so severely.

10 major textile-producing Asian
countries account for threequarters of all textile workers
worldwide. However, as the
pandemic emerged and worsened,
some of those nations experienced
decreased exports of up to 80%.

tremendous effects on factory
productivity levels.
For example, even when
regulations classified garment
manufacturers as essential
businesses, they usually limited the
number of people who could work
at any given time and stipulated
other social-distancing measures.
These changes meant many
workers lost their jobs or got
told to come to work less often.
Even with significant progress
made in fighting the pandemic,
some clothing stores remain
closed. That reality hurts garment
manufacturers’ profits.

Figure 1: Asia accounts for a significant portion of global apparel industry, and COVID-19
pandemic drastically cut export activity.

The pandemic reduced exports
Asia accounts for a significant
portion of the global apparel
industry, and garment factories
located there heavily depend
on exports to Western nations.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic
drastically cut export activity.
A report from the International
Labour Organization showed that
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As a result, many garment workers
had their wages cut or received
paychecks late. In some cases,
those changes meant they lacked
enough money to buy food.
Pandemic restrictions caused
factory and store closures
As government leaders imposed
COVID-19 restrictions worldwide,
the new rules typically had

April 2021

For example, Irish fast-fashion
brand Primark — which operates
Penneys retail outlets in Ireland —
has remained closed for months
even though restrictions in the
country still permit in-person retail
sales. Although many companies
pivoted to sell online, Penneys is
an outlier that has never had an
e-commerce arm, and executives
don’t plan to change that.
Supply chain issues posed
additional challenges
The impact of COVID-19 caused
substantial supply chain issues for
numerous sectors. You may have
noticed some of them firsthand
when you tried to buy something
you previously bought without
difficulty and discovered the item
was unavailable.
By early March 2020, a garment

To p S t o r y

factory in Myanmar had to
temporarily close for an undefined
period after it ran out of raw supplies
and could not import them from
China. Statistics show that companies
lose 4.1% of their profits due to
inventory shortages. That’s one reason
why many of them use artificial
intelligence and other advanced
technologies to avoid the issue.
However, COVID-19 was arguably an
event few people expected.
Another complicating factor
for the global apparel industry
was that the pandemic caused
consumer buying shifts.
For example, with many people
staying home as much as possible
and large events canceled, it
became unnecessary to buy
clothes for parties, weddings, or
other special occasions. Jeans
brand Levi’s had a second-quarter
revenue drop of 62% in 2020,
although brands specializing
in athleisure wear often saw
increased sales.
These changes meant sudden
declines for former apparel staples
while other garments became
more popular. Things will likely
shift again as more people get
vaccinated and spend time in
public, but it could take a while to
see the effects.
Garment workers experienced
COVID-19 outbreaks
Like most other factories, garment
manufacturers’ facilities are
typically large spaces where
people work closely together.
Although such setups work well
for boosting productivity, they’re
not ideal for controlling the spread
of a deadly virus.
One particularly unfortunate
impact of COVID-19 is that people
working in these places often had
an elevated risk of contracting
the virus. In August 2020, news
outlets covered an outbreak in a
Guatemalan factory where more
than 200 employees tested positive.
An initial sample showed that 26
out of 32 workers had the infection.

Figure 2: As government leaders imposed COVID-19 restrictions worldwide, the new
rules typically had tremendous effects on factory productivity levels.

That result caused authorities
to declare a state of emergency
and close the factory indefinitely. One
worker at the plant died from COVID-19.
Major American brands, including Gap
and American Eagle Outfitters, rely on
the factory for products.
A representative from the
company asserted that it was
among the first to adopt COVID-19
safety measures. However, this
example is a somber reminder of
how rapidly the virus can spread
under optimal conditions.
Retailers are still placing smaller
orders
Coverage published in February
2021 indicated it might be a while
before the global apparel industry
recovers from coronavirus shocks.
One reason is that the orders
fulfilled by garment factories are
smaller than before the pandemic.
Some apparel brand decisionmakers opted to sell off last
year’s clothes rather than place
big orders for the spring season.
Others decided not only to buy
less but also to do business with
fewer supply chain partners.
Factory owners said their facilities
were already operating at a
reduced capacity and are not
getting the order volumes they
did before the pandemic. Many

Substantial supply chain issues
caused losses for brands

Consumer buying pattern
shift complicated matters
Figure 3: Pandemic given rise to
new challenges.

worried they may close for good if
things don’t change.
However, retailers likely want to
wait and see how reduced COVID-19
restrictions affect people’s desire to
shop for clothes before purchasing
more, and such trends won’t be
immediately apparent.
The impact of COVID-19 persists
These five obstacles are some of
the most pressing for garment
manufacturers to overcome, and
there are almost certainly more on
the horizon. Getting through these
challenging times will require
creativity and, perhaps, changed
business models.
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Future Bangladesh,
‘miracle’ or ‘debacle’:
Industry-academia
collaboration holds
the answer
Enamul Hafiz Latifee, Deputy Executive Secretary, Research and Development, DCCI
Bangladesh, a country that is often dubbed as a
‘development miracle’ registered its first national
GDP count in 1972 to be only US$ 6.29 billion that is
projected to reach US$ 354.54 billion acclaiming 7.4
percent GDP growth in FY 2020-21 amid COVID-19 havoc,
growing by almost 56 times in a matter of five decades.
The country has already outperformed India and
Pakistan on many socio-economic fronts, but, in
2007, just 14 years back, the per capita income of
Bangladesh was half of India. Astoundingly, in FY
2019-20, the per capita income of Bangladesh stood
at US$ 2,064.55 well ahead of India’s per capita
income of US$ 1,990.25.
The steady economic growth of Bangladesh is
believed to be possible due to the export-led policies
taken in the ’90s, encouraging female participation
in the job market and entrepreneurship development

programs, recent declaration of cash incentive on
the remittance inflow, balanced consumption-savings
behavior of the country people.
The country is now poised to be graduated from the
least developing country to a developing country
backed by consistent industrial and macroeconomic
growth in 2026 which is a great achievement for
Bangladesh under the farsighted visionary leadership
of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic has created
uncertainty and bumpy roads for Bangladesh by
disrupting the global supply chain, cross-border
trade, local industrialization and employment resulting
in lower economic growth than the government
targeted. The World Economic Forum echoes,
automation in tandem with the COVID-19 recession, is
creating a ‘double-disruption’ scenario for workforces.
In addition to the existing disruption from the
pandemic-induced lockdowns and economic
shrinkage, technological adoption by businesses will
transform jobs, tasks, and skills by 2025.
In this situation, the only way to remain competitive
in the global market is to become more cost-efficient
in transboundary trades and deploy high-yielding
technologies featured by highly productive human
resources, as still, Bangladesh has not progressed
well in terms of negotiating bilateral free trade
agreement or comprehensive economic partnership
with any major trade partner that could reap benefits
for exporters, importers, consumers, local and
foreign investors with the tariff as well as non-tariff
advantages, and not reformed the revenue collection
provisions in the fundamental sense– still holding
a detrimental tax policy regime for businesses as
observed by the private sector.

Figure 1: Automation in tandem with the COVID-19 recession, is
creating a ‘double-disruption’ scenario for workforces.
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Besides, the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) is

R

GOTs
Corporate Member

In Focus

Surprisingly enough, universities and the existing
system of academic curricula in Bangladesh are not
encouraging industry-oriented critical thinking and
primarily utilizing rote-learning which encourages
passivity. Teaching in a corporatized model and
limited research grants of public funds-less than
1 percent of the annual budget in universities
hamper adequate research engagement and quality
research output compared to our neighboring
countries, which was also evident in the Global
Competitiveness Index 2019, where, Bangladesh
ranked 117th in Skills and 105th in Innovation
Capacity out of 141 countries.

Figure 2: Bangladesh is required to introducing blended higher
academic programs propelled with conventional theoretical
teachings and practical industry-experiences to make skilled
human resources.

approaching Bangladesh with new challenges like
revolutionizing the manufacturing system replacing
traditional jobs with automation and opportunities
for improved innovation and efficiency. Hastily
changing technological progress due to the 4IR,
digitization and United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)-centric economic
transformation are reshaping the economic landscape
of Bangladesh including industries and job markets.
These disruptions in industries and job markets
due to emerging technologies as well as the total
industrial transformation that we need to embrace
for becoming a developed country by 2041,
have placed us in a position, where, on one hand,
automation will slash many occupations including lowskilled repetitive jobs, and another hand, the country
will need to identify the skills gap and redesign the
higher education system rapidly to remain competitive,
innovative and efficient at the global stage.
Bangladesh is a country of 63.5 million labor force
and blessed with demographic dividend which offers
enormous advantages for accelerated economic growth.
Our labor force is growing at 2.2 percent per annum
which means around 2 million new entrants join the
labor force each year. On the contrary, 38.6 percent of
graduate unemployment indicates the skills mismatch.
But, at this moment, graduates are struggling in the
job market as our conventional education system
lacks skill-orientation in line with the industry
demand. Our education institutions lag behind peer
countries to develop market-driven skills which are
also essential in tomorrow’s job market.
Consequently, foreigners dominate our job market in
the technical, managerial levels in diverse industries,
corporate firms and MNCs. This trend leads to
substantial remittance outflow from Bangladesh.
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It was also reflected in the Global Innovation Index
2020, where Bangladesh ranked 116th on overall
innovation indicators among 131 economies, while,
India ranked 48th and our SAARC friends, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka were well ahead of us.
However, as the skills gap is not a rare case in any
part of the world, governments and universities
around the globe have initiated to cope with the
changing industrial and economic landscapes.
University-industry collaboration has emerged as a
new means to hoist the country’s competitiveness
in terms of developing skilled human resources and
innovation ecosystem.
Many research-driven universities are creating
knowledge parks in collaboration with the industry
to motivate start-ups, provide their students with
opportunities to have hands-on experiences, inspire
the industry people and STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) students to innovate cost-cutting
productive technologies as well as obtain patent grants.
Currently, over 200 colleges and universities that
launched centers for innovation or entrepreneurship
have become members of the Global Consortium of
Entrepreneurship Centres. These knowledge parks
also intend to help the universities to address what
skills are required for future prospective students
to keep up the pace of innovation. At this point,
Bangladesh also needs to establish knowledge parks.
Besides, emphasizing the need for research and
innovation, to open up the creative eyes of the
students, faculty members of the universities should
consider giving more industry-related real-life
examples while teaching students with theoretical
knowledge in classrooms. It will certainly help the
students to tag the bookish knowledge with industry
hurdles and start thinking of those at the early stage.
The WEF reported, more than one-third of the
essential skills of the current workforce will change
and demand human-centric soft skills becomes
widespread. WEF identified 10 skills and marked
emotional intelligence (EQ), critical thinking and
decision making as priority skills to enable young
graduates for the future job market.

In Focus

Most employers believe critical thinking and
problem-solving skills will grow in prominence and
50 percent of all employees need reskilling by 2025.
Given the fact that the world is changing so fast
that a new technology of today becomes older
tomorrow, and Bangladesh is on the verge of
economic transition, so, to address the industry-level
skills-gap rapidly and equip the upcoming human
resource pool with the necessary skills, Bangladesh
is required to introducing blended higher academic
programs propelled with conventional theoretical
teachings and practical industry-experiences for a
certain period, especially for the STEM students at
undergrad and postgrad levels.
For instance, the undergrad 4 years STEM honors
program can be designed in a way, which will provide
knowledge to students at classrooms and labs for 3
years and 1 year can be dedicated to earning industry
experiences. China’s engineering education system is
a very good example of that.
China became one of the signatories of the
“Washington Accord” in 2013, which is an
international accreditation agreement for
undergraduate professional engineering academic
degrees and adopted “outcome-based” certification
standards. Since then, engineering education
certification accompanied by Outcome-basedEducation (OBE) transformation has become one
of the most important factors contributing to the
Chinese economic successes.
To strengthen industry-academia collaboration–
the critical enabler of the economy, the following
recommendations are put forward for consideration
of academia and the government:
1.	Introducing a blended Outcome-based-Education
(OBE) system encompassing classroom and
laboratory-based teachings as well as industryoriented practical learnings for undergraduate
and postgraduate engineering academic degrees.
It will also reduce the unemployment rate as the
students will become industry-ready just after
completion of their academic degrees
2.	While teaching in the classrooms and labs, our
distinguished University faculty members may
shed more and more light on the practical industry
problems and solutions besides transmitting
theoretical knowledge to open up the creative
eyes of the students.
3.	Establishing focused STEM Research Universities
to offer high-quality postgraduation degrees and
Knowledge Parks in collaboration with industry to
inspire innovation and readdress skills-gap rapidly.
4.	Creating opportunities to commercialize research
innovations. This will incentivize research bodies,
universities and industries to build the fraternity.

Besides, the 4th Industrial Revolution
(4IR) is approaching Bangladesh with
new challenges like revolutionizing
the manufacturing system replacing
traditional jobs with automation and
opportunities for improved innovation
and efficiency.
5.	Providing incentives like tax exemption to the
private sector for R&D collaboration and to start
internship exchange programs with Universities
regularly to facilitate greater knowledge.
6.	Strengthening Industry-academia partnership
to keep up the pace with fast the paced World
for addressing emerging skills and redesign the
education curricula based on market demand in
the quickest possible time. Universities and private
sectors need to work together to convert our
youth population into skilled human capital.
7.	A tripartite platform engaging university, industry
and research institutions may be created.
8.	Increasing public investment in education, skills
development and research & development.
Our Academia has to come forward extending its
hands to the industry for harnessing the benefit of
the demographic dividend that may start declining
after 2040. Our Government is requested to consider
timely policies and institutional mechanism for
steering the Industry and academia relationship,
otherwise, if the country paves in an unplanned way,
it may fall into the “Middle Income Trap” and fiascos
may grasp future Bangladesh’s fate, that the nation
never expects to see.
Major References:
1. Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, http://bbs.portal.gov.bd/
2. Reserve Bank of India, https://www.rbi.org.in/
3.	World Economic Forum, https://www.weforum.
org/reports/the-future-of-jobs-report-2020/digest
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Global Apparels Update

Vital US apparel
import trends to
lookout in 2021
Sayed Abdullah
Beside a negative US-China trade war, the COVID-19
pandemic made 2020 an extraordinary year for US
apparel trade and sourcing. How have fashion brands
reshaped their sourcing strategies amid the stormy
business environment. And how will it lead to an
evolve in US apparel sourcing patterns in 2021? This
article digs into the trade data to shed some light
on the latest trends in US apparel imports and grave
issues to observe in 2021.
US readymade garment (RMG) imports will keep
rebounding in 2021 – but uncertainty remains
Since the COVID-19 broke out in the US, it has had a
more significant negative impact on the US apparel
imports than the 2008 global financial crisis. As Table
1 displays, measured by value, US apparel imports
declined by 23.5% last year compared with a 12% drop
in 2008.
The drop in US RMG imports from China (down
nearly 40%), members of the US-Mexico-Canada Trade
Agreement (USMCA) – down 30% – and members of
the Central America Free Trade Agreement (CAFTADR) – down 28% – was substantial.
Table 1: Growth rate of US apparel imports (by value)
Source: Calculated based on OTEXA (2021) data
Source of imports

2009 vs 2008 (global
financial crisis)

2020 vs 2019
(COVID-19)

World

-11.8%

-23.5%

China

2.5%

-39.2%

ASEAN members

-12.2%

-9.9%

Vietnam

-3.0%

-7.2%

Bangladesh

-0.9%

-11.7%

Indonesia

-4.2%

-20.1%

India

-7.4%

-25.6%

USMCA

-17.9%

-30.0%

CAFTA-DR

-19.2%

-28.1%

Yet, US apparel imports began to rebound quickly
in May 2020. Thanks to consumers' continuous
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spending on clothing.
While it is hoped that US apparel imports will recover
in 2021, it remains too early to tell when trade volume
will recover. As COVID-19 is the primary cause of
the economic recession, conventional monetary
or fiscal policy tools are less useful to boost the
economy unless the pandemic is under control.
Notably, affected by the surge of COVID cases and
related new lockdown measures, the value of US
apparel imports alarmingly altered the V-shape
recovery trajectory and fell by 15.7% year-over-year
in December 2020 – the worst performance since
September 2020.
This rollback also implies that US fashion companies
and their suppliers may have to be flexible with their
sourcing and production plans in 2021, including dealing
with new order cancellations and postponed deliveries.
#2: Asia will remain the dominant sourcing base for
US fashion companies
Table 2: Competitiveness as apparel sourcing bases –
Average scores (5 best)
Source: 2020 USFIA Fashion Industry Benchmarking Study

Sourcing criteria/
suppliers

Asian
suppliers

Western
Hemisphere
suppliers

Suppliers
from the rest
of the world

Speed to market

2.64

3.50

2.50

Sourcing cost

3.64

2.63

2.83

Flexibility &
agility

3.21

3.00

2.67

Risk of labour
compliance

2.57

3.25

3.17

Risk of
environmental
compliance

2.50

3.25

3.17

Measured by value, more than 70% of US apparel
imports still came from Asian countries in 2020.
Except for China, other leading Asian apparel
suppliers all gained market shares in 2020 from a
year earlier. This includes Vietnam (19.6% in 2020 vs
16.2% in 2019), ASEAN members (32.3% in 2020 vs

Global Apparels Update

27.4% in 2019), Bangladesh (8.2% in 2020 vs 7.1% in
2019), and Cambodia (4.4% in 2020 vs 3.2% in 2019).

Cambodia, Indonesia and Sri Lanka was even more
limited – around 1,000 SKUs for each country.

#3: US fashion companies are NOT giving up China –
although they continue to reduce sourcing

Notably, the percentage of US apparel imports from
China's key competitors in Asia – including Vietnam,
Bangladesh, Indonesia, India and Cambodia – rose to a
new high of 42.4% in 2020, from only 35.3% in 2018.

China's prospects as a sourcing base for US fashion
companies seems to become ever more "mysterious"
due to the competing information we receive. For
example, measured by value, China only accounted
for 23.7% of US apparel imports in 2020, a new
record low for the past ten years.
However, according to the media, some sourcing
orders returned to China in October 2020.
First, it still makes economic sense to source
apparel from China. "Made in China" enjoys 2
unique competitive advantages over other clothing
supplying countries in the short term. The first is
its unparalleled production capacity, allowing US
fashion companies to place orders for any products
in any quantity.
For example, industry sources indicate that from
March 2020 to January 2021, US fashion retailers
brought to market around 11,500 different "Made
in China" apparel products (measured by Stock
Keeping Unit, SKUs), compared with only 5,000 SKUs
sourced from Vietnam or India. Over the same period,
the variety of apparel items made by Bangladesh,

However, the US-China trade war rather than COVID-19
could be the primary driver of this diversification.
#4: Near-sourcing from the Western Hemisphere will
remain a popular concept, but is not likely to happen
on a large scale in 2021
Despite the reported growth in popularity of
near-sourcing or near-shoring among US fashion
companies during the pandemic, data suggests
otherwise. Only 16.1% of US apparel imports came
from the Western Hemisphere measured by value,
down from 17.1% in 2019. As both the value and
the quantity of US apparel imports from USMCA
and CAFTA-DR members continued to lose market
shares in 2020.
Moreover, most US fashion companies do not have
the financial resources to invest in building Western
Hemisphere supply chains during the pandemic, a
sizeable return of near-sourcing does not seem too
likely in 2021.

BD apparel seeks incentive amid 2nd wave
Dilruba Sultana

As the COVID-19 pandemic the second wave hit
continuing in Bangladesh, the country’s apex textile
and apparel trade bodies the Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA),
the Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BKMEA) and the Bangladesh Textile Mills
Association (BTMA), have pressed the government to
give incentives to textile and apparel companies for
paying wages and bonuses before the Eid festival to
RMG workers.
BGMEA, BKMEA and BTMA wrote a joint letter to the
Minister of Finance on April 24.
In the letter, BGMEA President Faruk Hasan, BKMEA
President AKM Selim Osman MP and BTMA President
Mohammad Ali Khokon demanded the government
to provide loans on easy terms. The money is needed
to aid RMG companies to pay salaries, bonuses and
allowances for April, May and June 2021.
The apparel exporters are under pressure to pay wages
as fashion buyers are unwilling to make payments in the
wake of lockdowns imposed in various countries due to
the 2nd wave of COVID-19. The Bangladeshi garment
sector is in a financial crisis due to order cancellations
and delayed payments, as per the letter.
“Bangladesh’s garment industry exports garments at
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a lower price than other countries to maintain export
potential in the world market for which profit in this
sector is very low. Garment owners are forced to take
orders facing loss in most cases. And, employees in this
sector are paid after receiving payment from the buyers
and incentive for cash assistance,” the letter read.
“The exporters now are unable to apply for cash
assistance due to non-repatriation of export value. Many
buyers are also completing the payment at a discounted
rate, making it harder for the institutions to solve the
liquidity crisis,” it continued.
The Bangladesh government had last year offered a loan
of Tk 10,500 crore to the garment industry to pay wages
for April-July 2020.
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8 years of Rana Plaza tragedy:
BD apparels move to safest and
transparent industry
Sabbir Hossain
Eight years after a deadly collapse of the Rana Plaza
building collapse killing 1,138 workers and injuring
2,600 more in Bangladesh stimulated an innovative
campaign to become the most sustainable, safest and
transparent industry.
Today’s textile and apparel industry of Bangladesh is
quite different from the pre-2013 situation. Collective
efforts of the government, factory owners, Western
brands and retailers, trade unions, and two inspection
bodies—the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in
Bangladesh and the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker
Safety—have made significant progress in fire, electrical
and structural safety in the garment factories.
The labor ministry has developed a publicly accessible
garment factory database, the Department for
Inspection of Factories and Establishments (DIFE) was
established under the 16 conditions given by the US.
Bangladesh's apparel sector created a revolution in
green production. The country is the leader in green
garment factories now all over the world, 9 out of
the top 10 green factories are located in Bangladesh.
Bangladesh has 135 Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) certified--including 39
platinum—factories, and 500 more factories in the
certification pipeline.
Bangladesh has joined the UNDP and Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) to conduct a survey on
"Sustainability Reporting Study Mapping in 47 RMGs
in Bangladesh". The survey aims to develop a report
highlighting the effect of Ready-Made Garment
factories on Sustainable Development Goals.
Bangladesh’s apparel textile and apparel makers
are sourcing raw materials from organic sources.
Presently, more than 1,500 Bangladeshi companies
are certified by the Global Organic Textile Standard
(GOTS) --the second-highest number in any country
in the world. The GOTS is a stringent voluntary global
standard for the post-harvest processing of home
textiles and apparel made with certified organic fiber
and includes environmental and social criteria.
To improve workers’ conditions the number of
registered trade unions in Bangladesh’s readymade
garment (RMG) sector has increased significantly in
the last seven years.
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Bangladesh apparel's in success post-Rana Plaza
135 LEED certified
factories (including
39 platinum)

Bangladesh has
joined the UNDP and
Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI)

More than 1500
GOTS certified
factory

Department for
Inspection of
Factories and
Establishments
(DIFE) was
established
More than 1000
registered trade
unions

BGMEA joined ‘Jaago Foundation’
to provide online education
BGMEA joined hands with ‘Moner
Bondhu’ to ensure mental health

The BGMEA and Jaago Foundation have partnered in
an initiative to provide online education for workers'
children who spend a large part of their time in
factory daycares under the Pledge to Early Childhood
Learning of Workers' Children.
BGMEA has joined hands with "Moner Bondhu" -- a
platform for mental health and well-being services to
ensure the mental health of workers.
The working environment has changed substantially
after the Rana Plaza incident, highlighting this
Shahida Akter—a 21 years old garment worker—said,
“I feel very safe to work in this factory and my elder
sister is also working in another factory. We are
contributing financially to our families.”
Workers and managers are trained up as they can
work without any fear of insecurity. They are now
very much conscious about the safety issue.
Certainly, the Bangladesh RMG industry has reached
a safe horizon, however, safety is a constant journey.
So, Bangladesh's textile and apparel industry has to
continue its journey to keep its position ahead.

E x p o r t s To d a y

Gloomy apparel exports
in July-March
Sayed Abdullah

Recently released data from the
Export Promotion Bureau (EPB)
showed that between July and
March of the present fiscal year,
Bangladesh received $23.48 billion
from readymade garment (RMG)
shipments, which was 2.55% lower
than earnings from the items in the
same period of the last fiscal year.
Of the total RMG export earning
items, US$12.65 billion came from
knitwear which also registered
a 5.85 percent growth year-onyear while earnings from woven
shipments were $10.83 billion,
which declined by 10.83 percent
year-on-year.
While the demand for woven items
deteriorated for a slump in many
formal occasions worldwide in the time
of COVID-19 pandemic and lockdowns.
The outgoing president of
the Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA), Rubana
Huq called the July-March export
earnings from RMG shipment
‘depressing’.
Huq said RMG exports started
getting affected since the 1st wave
of COVID-19 hit the country in
March 2020.
Rubana Huq elaborated that a
year-over-year comparison of
monthly exports between 2020
and 2021 would be deceptive and
any progress in apparel export
for the months of 2021 has to be
calculated with the corresponding
months of 2019.

RMG earned
$23.48 bn
Declining 2.55%
compared to last
year

Knitwear earned
$12.56bn
Growing 5.85%
compared to last
year

After the 3rd quarter of fiscal
2020-21, apparel export earnings
stood at $23.49 billion which
was $25.95 billion during the
same period of FY2018-19,
indicating a 9.49% or $2.46 billion
deterioration.
Meanwhile, knitwear items export
struggled to retain 0.35 percent
growth in March 2021 over March
2019; the average progress of
knitwear export for July-March
2020-21 than July-March 2018-19 is
1.15 percent in the negative.
While the woven garments export
is witnessing the hardest time
ever. Export suffering double-digit
drops since August 2020, and in
March 2021 compared to March
2019 woven export dropped by
27.70 percent.
The 9-month average growth
between 2021 and 2019 stands
17.62% in the negative.
The price trend endures
deteriorating as March 2021 posts
a 5.11 percent drop in unit price
compared to March 2019. The
average decline in unit price for

Woven earned
10.83bn
Declining 10.83%
compared to last
year

July-March 2020-21 compared to
July-March 2018-19 is 3.58 percent
in the negative.
Huq stressed that “Such repeated
declines in unit price do not need
additional analysis to comprehend
the scale of helplessness the RMG
industry is dwelling with. The
export markets are still struggling
to contain the spread of the virus,
the 3rd wave has only added to
the woes.”
“Until recently Bangladesh was
faring well in containing the
infection; however the present
lockdown, which is a timely move
by the government, would further
impact the already depressed
performance of the industry,” Huq
told.
The data also depicted that in
the July-March period, the overall
apparel export earnings was
$28.93 billion, a decline of only
0.12% year-on-year. Though, the
July-March earnings from overall
shipments is 4.43 percent below
the periodic target of $30.27
billion.
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Textile Today
launches weekly
webinar ‘TexTIMe’
Arif-Uz-Zaman
Textile Today Innovation Hub launches ‘TexTIMe’
(Textile Today Innovation Meets), an exclusive weekly
webinar program that will be held on every Sunday
at 4:00 PM.
The industry size of textile and apparel of
Bangladesh has been escalating with a declining
rate of profit margin little by little. For sticking to
a level of profit and sustainability of business, the
industry undeniably necessitates adapting with the
innovations.

‘TexTIMe’ show will bring discussion regarding the
current problems of the industry and the highest
possible solutions. Thereby, every week TexTIMe
will invite industry leaders to know and share their
views with the textile people. TexTIMe would also
produce in-depth interviews with hard-hitting
questions and topics relevant with the time and issue
of the industry. It presumably generates an effective
exchange of leadership ideas and opinions to tackle
the present and future challenges of business and its
operations.
TexTIMe broadcasted its first episode on 26 April
titled ‘Export Growth and Retention’ where Abdullah
Hil Rakib, Managing Director, Team Group & Director
of BGMEA, and ATM Mahbubul Alam Milton,
Executive Director of Masco Group were present
and shared as the guests. ASM Tareq Amin, Founder
and CEO of Textile Today was the moderator of the
program.
ATM Mahbubul Alam Milton said that the recent
Corona pandemic itself is a big challenge for us as
we had not enough preparation to deal with and the
pandemic is still on a hype. Along with that business
disruption and uncertainty are the biggest challenge
for the textile and apparel industry of Bangladesh.
Therefore, we experienced huge order cancelation.

Figure: (Clockwise) ASM Tareq Amin, Founder and CEO of Textile
Today moderated the program, while ATM Mahbubul Alam
Milton, ED of Masco Group; Abdullah Hil Rakib, MD, Team Group
& Director of BGMEA were present and shared their views and
opinion regarding the current market situation.

Though the innovation was initially put as an
agendum to examine and guide science and
technology, it has now transcended into many fields
of operations and business practices. Being a core
part of business strategy, innovation is an issue
confronting all businesses today, no matter their size
or type. Picking such needs, Textile Today plans to
unveil the weekly webinar program ‘TexTIMe’.
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Abdullah Hil Rakib said, “Every challenge opens up
some opportunities. During the pandemic, many
of us went for product diversification and started
production of PPE, mask, gown, etc. and I think it
was a great opportunity to get rid of the pandemic
crisis.”
Regarding the upcoming market, Rakib emphasized
on Asian market especially the Korean and Chinese
market and also emphasized the online-based
market i.e. Alibaba, Amazon, etc. He also shared his
prediction about the changes in buying behaviors
for the pandemic will impact the market hugely.
Especially buyers are moving towards the online
platforms which may affect lead time and MOQ

I n n o v a t i o n Ta l k

INNOVATION:
IT’S IN
OUR DNA
swisstextilemachinery.ch
(minimum order quantity).
Milton also admitted that lead-time is a major
challenge for us, however, our capacity and
efficiency are also increasing for shorter leadtime and for that automation and digitization are
very much important.

TexTIMe would also produce
in-depth interviews with hardhitting questions and topics
relevant with the time and issue
of the industry. It presumably
generates an effective exchange
of leadership ideas and opinions
to tackle the present and future
challenges of business and its
operations.

Prof. Dr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice-Chancellor,
BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology was
present as the special audience and shared his
views and also urged to engage graduates in the
industry to make the industry more efficient.
In response to that Rakib and Milton, both
agreed with Ayub Nabi and assured to find out
more scopes to make the industry more efficient.
Both the guests emphasized collaborative
support from the government, industry as a
whole, association, academic institutions, finance
ministry, Bangladesh Bank to keep the industry
on track.
The webinar was live in Zoom webinar, Textile
Today Facebook page and Textile Today
YouTube channel. Alibaba Channel Partner
Amin & Jahan Corporation Ltd. is the sponsor of
TexTIMe.

Geneva, Switzerland, 1783: Jacob Schweppe invents
a way of carbonating liquids, becoming the father of
sparkling water – and founder of an industry which
today sees over 200 billion liters of fizzy soft drinks
per year consumed worldwide.

Invented in Switzerland.
Where the same innovative spirit drives textile progress today.

Exclusive Interview

If we can
survive 2021,
we would
bounce back
strong in
2022
Faruque Hassan, President, BGMEA
Faruque Hassan is a visionary leader in the
Bangladesh apparel industry and with his
longstanding leadership and capabilities. He
has assisted BGMEA for more than 12 years,
presently he has been elected President of
BGMEA from the Sammilita Parishad in the
recent BGMEA elections. Hassan is set to take
the lead of the association on April 20 for
a two-year term after leading his Sammilita
Parishad to a resounding win in the recent
two-yearly polls.
Versatile leader Faruque Hassan started his
career in the garment industry back in 1982.
And rose as one of the charismatic leaders
who pioneered the readymade garment
(RMG) industry in many uncharted territories.
Eventually becoming a business icon of the
industry.
Hassan is the Managing Director of Giant
Group, one of the pioneers in textile and
readymade garments since the mid-eighties.
Recently he shared his visions and agendas as
the new BGMEA President with Textile Today.
Here is a glimpse of the discussion for the
readers.
Textile Today: After 8 long years, the BGMEA
election was held and you are moving to take
responsibility as the President after being
elected from the Joint Council.
Faruque Hassan: First of all, I would like to
thank all the elected members of our BGMEA,
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Exclusive Interview

as well as the voters – roughly
90% voters, turned up – from
the bottom of my heart who
spontaneously came to the polling
station in the COVID-19 situation
and voted for their preferred
candidates.
As the panel leader, they elected
me with the highest number of
votes from Dhaka and Chittagong,
and 24 out of 35 candidates on
our panel were elected.
We will elect the Board of
Directors based on the opinions of
the selected candidates of BGMEA
on Friday 16th April and Tuesday
20th April we will take over the
responsibility of steering BGMEA.
I sincerely believe that the new
board will be able to tackle all
the current and future challenges
efficiently and effectively.
Textile Today: You have
mentioned the challenges, we
know that our textile industry is
going through a lot of problems
due to the growth of COVID-19,
so what are the challenge for
you while you are assuming the
leadership position of BGMEA?
Faruque Hassan: The first thing I
would say is that the globally new
COVID-19 infections are increasing.
We are now in the 3rd wave which
is stronger than the 2nd wave.
Posing an unimaginable threat for
all including the textile and apparel
manufacturing countries.
In light of this scenario, my first
job as a President would be to
revive our export earnings so that
factories operate well, nobody
loses jobs, and the economy runs
well.
To do so, one of the primary roles
will be to bring all the members of
our BGMEA together to create a
united body.
Side by side, establishing
coordination among other related
organizations in the garment
industry like BKMEA, BTMA,

Figure: Tareq Amin (Middle), Founder & CEO & Amzad Hossain Monir (Left), AGM, Textile
Today congratulating Faruque Hassan.

buying house and accessories
platforms to make a synchronized
body with a unified thinking
process, benefiting all at the end
of the day. Moving our industry
forward and overcome all
obstacles we are witnessing in the
current volatile global business
situation.
Our 2nd challenge will be to
regain the export. As in COVID,
RMG export declined to $27.94
billion in the last fiscal year from
$34.13 billion a year ago as the
crisis battered global economies
and caused apparel demand to
collapse. Besides many buyers
demanded unusual deferral
payment, which severely affected
the local garment business. At
the same time, reducing orders of
many of our factories has caused
many problems.
To address this, I would like to
talk to the policymakers of the
government, the Ministry of
Finance, the Ministry of Commerce,
and the banks to ensure that the
facilities that we used to get are
maintained.
In this crisis time, the garment
industry urgently needs constant
banking support. For the last year

or so, many factories took bank
loans to sustain the business. But
the situation is not yet recovered
fully to pay back the loans. Also,
the factory owners are struggling
to repay their loans, which we
will discuss with the banks and
government policymakers. The
biggest task will be to allow the
factory owners to repay the loans
from the bank on time and in
advance.
To deal with this, the Bangladesh
Bank should give deferral payment
facilities to manufacturers so
that they can run the business
smoothly during the crisis.
If we can survive till 2021 with the
proper cooperation of the banks
and the government, then by 2022
we will be back to the outside
world in a stronger position than
our previous position.
The next 3 months would be very
crucial for the apparel sector
because of the volatile market
situation as most of the major
export destinations were still in
lockdown, which kept the demand
for apparel items at a lower level.
We have a big challenge ahead of
us because when we leave LDC
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in 2026, we will not get duty free
facility but we will have to build
good relations with other countries
in collaboration with the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry
of Commerce. We need to work in
attaining GSP Plus facilities. And
will have to work to go for more
bilateral agreements, FTAs.

capacity, I would work with the
government to bring a special 10%
export incentive for manmade
products. This will help a new
material supply chain to develop
here.

We will be able to maintain our
position in time.

Figure 2: Faruque Hassan,
President, BGMEA.

Textile Today: How would you see
the online digital markets?

Textile Today: How do you see the
progress of the apparel industry?
Could we position it rightly in our
market? What would you like to
do in your capacity?

Textile Today: You have been
working to take our textile
industry to new markets since
2009. Don’t you see that today
these markets have changed a
lot?

Faruque Hassan: We know that
outlets of many brands in the
world have been closed due to
COVID or closed due to lockdown
but online sales are still on. So in
our country too, those who are
doing business in this situation
are the ones, but we have already
entered the digital world online,
but it is not that we have been
able to do 100%, we have to work
more on it.

Faruque Hassan: Bangladesh RMG
has come a long way. Bangladesh's
textile and apparel industry is
one of the most sustainable in
the world. With more than 500
garment factories in the country
have registered themselves for
opting for green or environmentfriendly production facilities,
and these units are proceeding
towards ensuring long-term
sustainability.
We will continue our efforts
to brighten the image of the
sector. We will negotiate
with international buyers and
communities to increase the prices
of the garment items exported
from Bangladesh.
Exploring new markets is one
of our top priorities to steady
the business. Here govt's cash
incentives on export receipts
should be given with purposes as
the effective rate of purposeful
incentive was higher than the flat
incentive.

Faruque Hassan: Yes there are
major changes in our new market.
I have been working for the
new market since 2009. When
I stepped down as senior vice
president in 2019, we saw a sharp
growth in export to the new
markets.
For example, in 2009 the market
share of Bangladesh in the new
market was 6.88% which came
to about 27% in 2019 and this
percentage has decreased in the
last two years but we will work to
increase it once again.
We will work on product diversity
which will be a big challenge for
us. Unfortunately, Bangladesh does
not produce any raw materials that
are required for garments. neither
is produced in Bangladesh. Of
which less than 2% of the required
cotton is produced where none
of the petrochemicals occur in
Bangladesh.

And at the same time, we will work
on product diversity which will be
a big challenge for us. You know
that two main raw materials are
required in any garment.

Despite such constraints, we have
been investing in our industry for
several years now to make the
necessary raw materials readily
available in our country as well as
improve all the machines.

The cotton we are doing very
well, we would continue to grow
in this segment. For manmade
products, we need a boost. Many
of our companies are trying to
increase their product portfolio
in manmade. But we are not yet
competitive in these products
against China or Vietnam. In my

In addition to these, we need to
create design studios for design
development through which we
can create value-added products
and use new technologies in
the industry that will reduce the
manual labor of workers and
increase productivity as well as
enter to digital age very easily.
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I think technology will not reduce
overall employment because it will
create new scopes.

We need to invest more in
increasing our market in the online
digital gamut. We will work further
on this.
Textile Today: When it is about
capacity building, most trade
leaders mainly stress academic
education. But what can you do
on professional on-job learning?
Faruque Hassan: Speaking of
professional education, you
already know that on-the-job
training is going on in the garment
industries. When we started
the industry, we did not have
any experienced people. The
workforce in this industry is said to
be male and female most of them
are new and inexperienced in this
sector who have never worked
before.
On-the-job training has been
going on in our industry from the
very beginning but over time it
needs to be improved to create
more skilled manpower. I think
it would be more regulatory to
do this with those who have
professional trainers.
We will be able to reach our
desired goal very quickly if the
professionals who are now with
us properly apply efficiency in our
factories, time management, and
industrial engineering, etc.

italian excellence in dyeing
www.ugolini.net

LOCAL TECHNICAL
SERVICE
SP110 6 KIERS

QUICK SPARE PARTS
DELIVERY

MINISIMPLEX

GS
(12-1200KG)

UGOLINI SRL - Via Lago di Misurina 18 - 36015 SCHIO (VI) - Italy - Tel. +39 0445 576110
ugolini@ugolini.net - www.ugolini.net
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Will export to EU face the worst
impact in post-LDC era?
S.A. Kiron
We feel proud that Bangladesh
has been ranked 41st among
the world’s largest economies
in recent time. The country
has qualified to graduate to
become a developing country by
meeting, for the second time, the
criteria set by the Economic and
Social Council’s Committee for
Development Policy (under the
United Nations).
The ready-made garment (RMG)
sector which accounts for 83
percent of the country’s exports
and employs around four million
people (mostly women) has
contributed greatly to the overall
economic development of the
country. With a 6.4 percent share
in the global apparel market,
Bangladesh is the second-largest
apparel exporting country in the
world after China.
There is no denying the fact that
the trade benefits the European
Union (EU) has been providing to
the country have flourished the
local RMG industry significantly.
For Bangladesh, Europe is the
largest trading bloc and accounts
for more than 60 percent of the
country's exports (of which more
than 90 percent are apparel
items). Major export destinations
in the EU include Germany, France,
Spain, the Netherlands and Italy.
For low and lower-middle-income
countries, the EU offers Standard
GSP which means a partial or full
removal of customs duties on
two-third of tariff lines. As a least
developed country under the EBA
(Everything But Arms) facility,
Bangladesh enjoys duty-free,
quota-free access to the block
for all products except arms and
ammunition.
But Bangladesh’s apparel industry
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Figure: Bangladesh must enhance its marketing and negotiation capacity to get benefit
in post-LDC EU to stay competitive.

is in badly need of a skilled labor
force compared to its competitors like
Vietnam. So, the scope to move up
the value chain is being hampered.
Both Bangladesh and Vietnam are
competing for neck and neck in
the RMG market. That challenge
from the Southeast Asian country
has come in the form of price
competitiveness and quality.
Furthermore, the EU has extended
duty-free access to Vietnam,
eliminating the competitive edge
that the country held over its
biggest rival in the trade. Now, the
country has obtained the same
privilege as Bangladesh thanks
to the signing of a free trade
agreement (FTA) with the EU.
“We are going to face tough
competition,” said Mustafizur
Rahman of the Centre for Policy
Dialogue (CPD).
Bangladesh will face even tougher
competition when the duty
benefits come to an end in 2027.
The country’s exports to the EU
will then face 12 percent duty but
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Vietnam will continue to ship to
the bloc at zero duty.
Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) Ex-President
Rubana Huq said, “With the
gradual removal of the tariff
on Vietnam’s exports, the price
competition will be stronger.”
According to an international
study, apparel workers in
Bangladesh work for 60 hours per
week while they toil for 47 and
46 hours in Cambodia and India
respectively.
The country must integrate its
economy regionally through
platforms like the South Asian
Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) and the
Bay of Bengal Initiative for MultiSectoral Technical and Economic
Cooperation (BIMSTEC) to expand
its market within the region.
Bangladesh must enhance its
marketing and negotiation
capacity to receive the work
orders being shifted from China.
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We are now missing out on the
opportunity.
Besides ensuring adequate
wages for the garment workers,
workplace safety and compliance
issues must be addressed
immediately to remain competitive
in the global apparel market.

The apparel sector functions on
very low-profit margins often
eroded through increasing
taxes, rising charges for fuel
and power, greater expenditure
on transportation and wages.
These issues discourage foreign
investment in the apparel sector.

Apparel exporters said poor
services offered at Chittagong
port is another major cause of
concern for them.
Lead-time has been decreased
drastically amid the fierce
competition of the apparel
business, they said, adding that
retailers and brands have now
reduced lead-time to 70 days from
90 days.
China, Vietnam, Cambodia and
India can supply goods to retailers
and brands at a shorter leadtime. But Bangladesh can’t do
that at a fast speed due to lower
productivity, port congestion and
poor infrastructure.
Though Bangladesh is focused
on less complex products, it has
the potential to further strengthen
its relative position if production
capabilities evolve and quality can be
improved, while ensuring social and
environmental compliance standards,
as per the international study.

BD will loss
$3.2 bn of GSP
facility in postLDC EU

Vietnam, which made the foray
into the apparel business after
Bangladesh, has become a major
player in the global high-end
garment segment investing in
research and development in
design and product quality.
The EU has also taken initiatives to
impose a carbon tax on imported

goods causing worries among the
exporters of readymade garments.
And imposing a carbon tax would
hurt Bangladesh's exports because
buyers in the EU would not
shoulder responsibility for bearing
that extra cost by themselves.
Based on a study, the BGMEA has
said that if the duty-free trade
benefit for the country comes to
an end in the EU when it graduates
to a developing country, local RMG
exporters will incur a loss of USD
4 billion.
The loss will amount to USD 3.2
billion If the Standard Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP)
cannot be availed, said the study.
It’s a matter of grave concern that
Bangladesh’s exports to the EU
will face the worst impact after a
rise in the country’s status.
However, the EU has offered a
three-year grace period (till 2027)
on the EBA facility following
graduation.
However, we shouldn’t solely rely
on negotiating favorable GSP
terms with our traditional markets,
the US and the EU, when we
achieve developing country status.
Because non-traditional markets
offer a fantastic opportunity for
expansion of the RMG business.

Study shows environmental footprint of CmiA cotton better
Ankush Raja
A study commissioned by the
Aid by Trade Foundation (AbTF)
has found that the environmental
footprint of Cotton made in Africa
(CmiA) cotton is reasonably better
than other cotton-growing counties
in terms of water consumption
and climate change. The study
also contains biodiversity impact
assessment for cotton production in
the cultivation regions.
CmiA-cotton-environmentalfootprint
Mainly CmiA cotton does better
because it is cultivated by smallscale cotton farmers who depend

on on rain and apply much less
fertilizer.
The 2nd life cycle assessment
(LCA) examined the effect of
cotton farming on climate change,
eutrophication, acidification,
blue water consumption, and
biodiversity.
CmiA said in a press release that
in the course of the assessment,
CmiA-verified cotton companies
from Côte d’Ivoire, Cameroon, and
Zambia completed questionnaires
on their practices, and data was
collected on factors like average
farm size, crop yields, and fertiliser

application rates.
CmiA cotton contributes only 1.24
tons of CO2 equivalents being
released per ton of harvested
CmiA cotton fibres against
the expressively higher global
benchmark of 1.43 tons.
In terms of eutrophication or the
introduction of extreme levels of
macronutrients into ecosystems,
CmiA cotton scores poorer than
the international average. This is
mainly because many other cottongrowing areas see little rain, driving
down the global LCA average for
leaching levels, said CmiA.
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KARL MAYER’s Slasher
indigo dyeing machine
saves chemical and
highly weaving efficient
6800 mm

KARL MAYER’s Story

45000 mm

Figure: PRODYE Slasher Indigo Dyeing Machine.

KARL MAYER’s future and
customer-oriented dyeing and
sizing machine is an efficient tool
for the production of uniformly
dyed and sized warps for weaving
made at the highest economical
level and produced during an
environmentally conscious process.
Why PRODYE Slasher Indigo
Dyeing Machine?
The perfection solution
combined with the best indigo
dye technology, PRODYE is a
computer-controlled dye and
chemical preparation with a
dosing system which enables
precise dosing and a uniform
stock solution via online ultrasonic
indigo preparation. The system
reduces losses during use of
dyestuff and chemicals thus
improving economy while
simultaneously reducing the
environmental impact of excess
dye. PRODYE is suitable for all
staple yarns, warp applications,
and yarn counts. PRODYE
enables precision control over
warp production by ensuring that
the process takes place within preselected warp preparation parameters,
thus producing quality warps.
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Advanced technology in indigo
slasher dyeing
Reduced number of vats
The design of the dyeing vat (type
DV) allows you to attain a darker
indigo shade with only eight
boxes. Due to the shorter dye
section, the total volume of the
dye bath is drastically reduced.
Less chemicals

Double Vario
-L
 ongest Dwelling in slasher
technology (11.2m)
- Integrated roller-lifting device,
easier yarn repairing, better
cleaning and maintenance, less
preparation time
-P
 erfect bath circulation with
cross-flow system for uniform
dyeing result

The indigo circulation system
with high flow rate and low speed
combined with the closed design
of dyeing vats allow savings of up
to 20% of hydro and caustic soda.

Quick Oxidation

High weaving efficiency

-L
 ess yarn waste and better tone
uniformity of the warp sheet

Perfect tension control during the
entire process preserving the yarn
elasticity.
PRODYE-S Technical data
Working width- 1800 - 2000 mm
No. of beams- 12 ÷ 20
Mechanical speed- up to 50 m/
min.
Oxidation- 35–45 m
Dye vat volume- 1970
Steamer- Optional 40 m
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- Increased dyestuff pick-up with
hot airflow
-3
 0% reduction in oxidation length

Double Head System
In the case of lightweight denim
(<200 g/m in warp), the double
head system enables productivity to
be doubled. With this unique feature,
KARL MAYER is able to guarantee
a perfect and uniform dye process
with yarn density up to 140%.
Excellent washing results
Saving water with special cascade
design in ECO wash and the
intermediate squeezing rollers.

COMPETENCE IN INDIGO DYEING

R

GENUINE

SUSTAINABLE

Agent: Cott-tex associates
Mob: +8801912 000 428
E-mail: khalid@cott-tex.com
Web: www.cott-tex.com

FASHION

www.karlmayer.com

Textile Today Question of the Month

Q&A

In the biennial elections for 2021-23 of the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association
(BGMEA) held on April 4. In the election apparel exporters elected 35 directors from Dhaka and
Chattogram zone, of them at least 10 are second generation and first-generation young entrepreneurs.
These young entrepreneurs are mostly educated in foreign countries and running the industry with a new
approach to tackle the new challenges coming constantly. (Rest of the young directors comments will be
published later while we can reach them)

Textile Today asked some of the newly-elected young board of directors regarding
their plan to contribute to reshaping the apparel industry. Here you go!

Tanvir Ahmed

Navidul Huq

Director
Envoy Fashions Ltd

Director
MG Knit Flair Ltd

In attracting buyers, the image of the country, as well as
the sector, is very crucial. We have lots of issues to present
such as the highest number of certified green factories and
the compliance at the workplace is the best in the world.
There are 144 Green certified factories in Bangladesh,
while 500 local garment factories have been waiting to
be certified by the USGBC soon. World’s Top 13 Green
Garments Factory, Textile & Washing Plant is located in
Bangladesh itself.
I would like to focus on branding Bangladesh and the
sector presenting these to global buyers.
Being engaged in the apparel industry, I have learned
from my father as well as from the manufacturing units in
practical during my journey in the last over 10 years.
As research and innovation is the key to march forward, we
will be focused on it with the guidance of our experienced
leaders, who are in the driving seats.
As most of the young leaders on the board are educated
in foreign countries and they are sound about the latest
technology and fashion, we would try to focus on adopting
technologies in the production units.
Costs of doing business are increasing day by but the
buyers are not adjusting or increasing prices, which is a big
challenge for the sector to survive.
In reducing the cost of doing business, we have to focus
on research and innovation to improve productivity and
quality of products. As a young leader, I will focus on the
adoption of technology and skill training based on the
research, he added.
On top of that, a strong backward linkage especially in
woven and accessories is very crucial for the sector. We are
devising ways to attract more investment to develop the
backward linkage to reduce import dependency.

People who relentlessly worked for
Bangladesh's apparel industry are in
the way of retirement. They have shown
ways how to work to make the business
successful. Today’s RMG sector is the
best example of it.
The apparel sector is going through a
transformation, where new technologies
and mechanisms are taking place every
day. In the driving seats, young and
second-generation entrepreneurs are
entering with passion to work to take it
to new heights.
The presence of the young and second
generation in leadership is very positive
as they will contribute to the sector as
well as gather experience working with
the experienced leadership.
In these years, we worked for ourselves
and now would like to utilize the
experiences for the sector to make
Bangladesh the number one sourcing
destination.
We have faced troubles and overcome
taking lessons from our predecessor.
Now, we will work to the points where
the focus should be given sustainability
of the clothing industry.
I have worked with my mother Dr.
Rubana Huq, the immediate past
president of BGMEA, and it would be
another opportunity to work based on
the experience.

Q&A
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Barrister Vidiya
Amrit Khan
DMD
Desh Garments Ltd
Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem.
I am indeed the second generation,
therefore correctly labeled as being
a ‘young BoD of BGMEA’, however,
as I have previously served on the
Board as the only female Director
during 2013-2015, on the wake
of the unfortunate Rana Plaza
incident, I now find myself to be in
a unique position whereas I have
good experience of working for the
past decade, along with growing to
address all the new challenges.
The post-COVID-19 world is going to
be very different for us all. It is most
urgent that we look into developing
and contributing in the following
areas within our industry:
I. Study the new buying trends of
the brands, coupled with new pricing
structures and order quantities.
II. Do further R&D in developing
our designers and collections.
III. Do intensive and structured
training in the development of
Industry 4.0 to increase efficiency in
our sector.
IV. To prepare ourselves for the
economic impact of Bangladesh’s
graduation from a Least Developing
Country.
Last but not least, being a woman
entrepreneur, I would like to
encourage our Board to set up
a newly formed Women’s Subcommittee to engage all the other
women
entrepreneurs
in
the
industry to be more actively involved
themselves and also to further the
cause of the female workers in the
factories. We must encourage our
women to take on more middle and
top managerial posts while further
improving their status within the
community.

Barrister Shehrin
Salam Oishee
Director
Envoy Design Ltd.
Fast fashion is very trendy and goes
through frequent changes. In coping with
the trend, there is no alternative to research
and development to develop products.
I do feel we need more concentration on
Research and Development (RnD) for
exploring new horizons of business.
In facing the emerging challenges of the
post-COVID-19 world, we need to resort
to newer markets and a wider range
and forms of products. Diversification
in both market and products shall be
our priority and shall resort to branded
specialized production items too.
In doing business with global partners,
there are some legal issues, which
need to be addressed properly for the
betterment of the sector people.
I would definitely want to add more to
the legal support system for BGMEA
in the coming days while wanting
to strengthen our bargaining power
with international organizations, most
importantly
International
Labour
Organization (ILO).
In any case, all these shall require
extensive
research
and
analysis,
contacting for better options and
explaining new horizons. I want to give
my contribution in that part too.
A major part of rebuilding the
image shall be about branding the
products Bangladesh makes. ‘Made
in Bangladesh, with Pride’ is not just a
tagline for us, it’s a mission statement,
one that shall determine the success of
the RMG sector of Bangladesh in the
ever-changing post-COVID-19 world.
My target shall be to present Bangladesh
to
these
prospective
buyers/
entrepreneurs as the most attractive
destination for their business activities.
I wish to do this by representing
Bangladesh in various International
Forums as part of the BGMEA team.

Md. Mohiuddin Rubel
Director
Denim Expert Ltd
As an entrepreneur, I have
been working in the sector
for promoting Bangladesh’s
apparel industry through
several
exhibitions
and
summits. For the last few
years, we are promoting the
Bangladesh denim industry
to global buyers through
Bangladesh Denim Expo,
a dedicated platform to
promote the sector.
Besides, I am also working on
branding and image building,
technology and research
and innovation through our
platform Bangladesh Apparel
Exchange.
For the second time, I have
been elected director and it
is time to work extensively
with the board for the sector
brand and make it my first
choice for purchasing fashion
goods.
I will embrace the opportunity
to sharpen my experience
working with predecessors
and experienced leaders.
The
board
will
decide
based on the sector present
situation and assign directors
to work on certain issues.
I will work in line with the
assignment and direction of
the board for the betterment
of the sector.
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Big data analysis is
key to onboard
buyers successfully
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Asia Pacific Rayon to
ramp up viscose fibre
production to meet
market demand

One of the Global Leaders in Viscose Staple Fibre
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) is the first fully integrated viscose rayon producer in Asia –
from renewable plantations to viscose fibres. Our 240,000-tonne capacity mill located in
Pangkalan Kerinci, Riau, Indonesia uses the latest viscose rayon production technology to
produce consistent, high-quality rayon for use in textile and personal hygiene products.

www.aprayon.com

asiapacificrayon

Asia Pacific Rayon (APR)

Shangu Tex Ltd. received
RSC recognition letter for
completing 100% safety
measures
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One of the Global Leaders
in Viscose Staple Fibre
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) is the first fully
integrated viscose rayon producer in Asia –
from renewable plantations to viscose fibres.
Our 240,000-tonne capacity mill located in
Pangkalan Kerinci, Riau, Indonesia uses the
latest viscose rayon production technology to
produce consistent, high-quality rayon for use
in textile and personal hygiene products.

From plantation to sustainable fashion that's good for the environment.

Product details

EXPORT COUNTRIES
Turkey
Pakistan
Bangladesh
UEA
Malaysia
Hongkong

India
Vietnam
Sri Lanka
Egypt
Brazil

Nepal
United States
Germany
Portugal
Argentina

Dtex

Length (mm)

Spinning Type

Blend

1.33

38 mm

Ring, OE and MVS

100 Viscose

1.33

38 mm

Ring, OE and MVS

PV and VC

EXTENDING PARTNERSHIP
PRODUCT
INNOVATION

TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW
SUPPORT

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
AND MARKETING SUPPORT

CERTIFICATIONS:

Jakarta Office
Jl. MH. Thamrin No.31, Jakarta 10230, Indonesia
Tel: +6221 31930134 Fax: +6221 3144 604
For inquiry: Sales_apr@aprayon.com

Singapore Office
80 Raffles Place UOB Plaza 1,
#50-0, Singapore 048624
Tel: +65 6216 9368
Fax: +65 6538 4668

Bangladesh Office
AIE Fiber Resource and Trading (India) Private Limited
3rd Floor, Megana Towers, Ayyappa Society Road,
Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081, Telangana, India
Tel : +91 – 40 – 6658 3451 | Mobile : +91-8950277552
Email: Chandan_gulati@aprilasia.com

www.aprayon.com
asiapacificrayon
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR)
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Big data analysis is key to onboard
buyers successfully (Part 1)
MM Uddin
Our marketing and the merchandising teams are
now under pressure as lots of buyers are canceling
their running orders. Some buyers postponed their
shipment dates due to the ongoing COVID situation.
If the factory cannot be able to deliver the goods at
a scheduled time the inventory will go up, payment
will be delayed and liabilities will go higher.

using any data collecting tools yet which can analyze
the big data. Big data is a field that treats ways to
analyze, systematically extract information from, or
otherwise, deal with data sets.
The gravity of data has been gradually recognized
by fashion professionals to improve sales and
margins because fashion brands and retailers need

Figure 1: Data and data analysis tools will key to understand the
future demand of a market amid this new normal.

So it is a normal demand to onboard some new
customers to survive and continue the business
expansion.
However, in this pandemic situation, it is very hard
to onboard new buyers since the buyer is under
pressure too. They do not want to develop any
new suppliers as they could not settle their existing
orders, also the end customer is saving money to
face the COVID challenge.
In this dire situation, it is very important to
understand the future demand of a market. If you
do not understand the future demand of the market,
you will not be able to give quick support to the
buyers and cannot bring customer satisfaction that
will lead you to lose the business.
Way to identify future market demand
To understand the future market demand, we need
lots of data and data analysis tools. Nonetheless,
it's really unfortunate that though we are passing
the mature stage as a producer country, we are not

Figure 2: Finally data analytics, machine learning, computing
power, the value of utilizing AI-based software or applications
has been recognized by fashion brands, suppliers and retailers.

to develop, manufacture, and sell styles that resonate
with consumers.
Finally, advancements in data analytics, machine
learning, and computing power, the value of
utilizing artificial intelligence (AI)-based software
or applications has been well recognized by fashion
brands, suppliers and retailers who want to apply a
data-driven decision-making approach to develop
more efficient fashion design, merchandising, and
marketing strategies.
Data is abundant in the current fashion business
environment as sales data, product information,
and consumer data are constantly collected and
analyzed. There are many retailers like Amazon,
eBay, Alibaba, or pure online players who have been
aggressively finding ways to apply advanced data
analytics to improve performance in design and
product development, merchandising, marketing,
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Figure 3: Suppliers in the fashion industry need to incorporate
data analytics and AI technologies in their design and
merchandising processes to understand market demand.

operations, channel management, etc.
The most significant reason fashion brands and
retailers are seeking ways to optimize data analytics
is to improve their product offerings through precise
personalization for targeted customers, which would
eventually bring higher sell-through and profitability.
According to the survey done by JDA Software Inc.
in 2018, 2019 43% of fashion brands and retailers
planned to invest in customer-based data science in
the next five years for converting customer data into
personalized merchandising assortments based on
their lifestyle and localized trends.

Big data collection software collecting data from
social media like FB, Twitter, Likee, Tik-Tok, shopping
behavior, eye movement, body language and so
many ways. This type of scattered data does not give
the specific decision, to make any specific decision
about design, fashion trends, target customer,
seasons, and cultural trends need to use data
analysis tools which will give the perfect decision to
make the best design for the target customer and it
will increase sales and the profitability.
If Bangladesh's fashion industry does not align with
the customers' demand and the marketing strategy,
the industry will lose business and some smart
manufacturing countries will be replaced in our
position.
I know about one of the giant textile factories of
Bangladesh--didn't want to mention the name of
the factory--who attended a Trade Fair in the USA
in 2019 when US buyers were looking for winter
collections, the company brought all of the summer
products.
A customer came and observed their products,
but they did not express any interest to place an
order. When they did the root-cause analysis found
they are lacking in having enough data about the
market, upcoming situation, future prediction, trends,
seasons, etc.
So that suppliers in the fashion industry need to
incorporate data analytics and AI technologies
in their design and merchandising processes.
Otherwise, they cannot onboard new customers and
they will not be able to enter new markets.
(To be continued…)

World Bank launches funds $7.5m for BD’s PPE producers
Arif-Uz-Zaman
Bangladeshi companies producing
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), diagnostic equipment, and
clinical equipment, for domestic
and foreign markets can borrow
from the A $7.5 million fund
monetised by the World Bank. The
fund has been launched to help
Bangladeshi companies producing
medical and personal protective
equipment (MPPE) to combat the
Covid-19 pandemic.
This Covid-19 Enterprise Response
Fund (CERF) will provide loans
ranging from $50,000 to $5
lakh as part of the Export

Competitiveness for Jobs (EC4J)
Project. The term of the fund is
from April this year to December
2022. The Export Competitiveness
for Jobs (EC4J) Project is project
under the commerce ministry.
It is a six-year project aimed at
supporting the government’s
export diversification targets.
Companies that manufacture
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), diagnostic equipment and
clinical equipment for export and for
local markets–also have three years
of experience–can have the loans
from this fund. They have to maintain

environmental protection rules.
“The fund would play a role in
advancing the production of
health safety materials as well as
help in diversifying exports, which
would increase employment,” said
Mercy Miyang Tembon, country
director of the World Bank for
Bangladesh and Bhutan.
However, noting that Bangladesh is
not worried about such concerns,
he said his ministry is focusing
on the diversification of export
products and markets to meet the
challenge.
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Asia Pacific Rayon to
ramp up viscose fibre
production to meet
market demand
APR Story
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) plans to increase its
production capacity to 600,000 tons to meet the
strong growth potential of viscose staple fiber (VSF)
and strengthen its market position in Indonesia and
export markets across the region.
The additional capacity will be achieved through
improved optimization and efficiencies, and by adding
300,000-tonne viscose production facility in Pangkalan
Kerinci - Riau, Indonesia where APR is co-located with
sister company and fiber supplier APRIL Group.
The expansion will utilize APRIL’s current rayon grade
AE pulp capacity from existing pulp production
lines, with fiber supply sourced from APRIL’s existing
responsibly managed renewable fiber plantations
in compliance with internationally recognized
forest certification standards and its sustainability
policy and in keeping with the recently announced
APRIL2030 commitments and targets.
Construction of the additional APR production lines
is scheduled to commence in the second half of
2021 and will include features such as a chemical
recovery process upgrade, slush-pulp processing
installation and other investments aimed at reducing
APR’s energy use and environmental footprint.
Upon the additional lines’ completion in 2023, APR
will be the world’s largest single-site integrated
viscose manufacturing facility, seamlessly integrating
dissolving wood pulp from APRIL’s renewable fiber
plantations.
“As a relatively new entrant in the VSF market, APR
has established a strong market presence within
two years with a growing network of customers
in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Turkey. Our
VSF business will continue to expand into the
international markets by partnering with others in the
textile value chain. With the advantage of economies
of scale, we are committed to responding to
customer demand for sustainable viscose with quality,
differentiated product offerings, and competitive
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Figure: APR plans to increase its production capacity to 600,000
tons to meet the strong growth potential of viscose staple fiber.

pricing,” said Sachin Malik, APR Sales Head.
Formally inaugurated by Indonesia President Joko
Widodo in February 2020, APR is a vertically
integrated operation from renewable fiber
plantations to high-value textile development,
located in Riau, Sumatra. In the same year, Asia
Pacific Yarn (APY) and Jakarta Fashion Hub (JFH)
were established to respectively support yarn
research and development, and promote fashion
design talent and collaboration.
APR ensures that dissolving wood pulp sources
come from internationally recognised, credible forest
certification systems such as PEFC™ which guarantee
the wood fibre to be from sustainably managed
forests and controlled sources. APR will continue to
maintain 100% PEFC™ Chain of Custody certification
for our viscose.
APR’s products carry the labels MADE in GREEN
by OEKO-TEX®, USDA Biobased, Seedling, OK
biodegradable, and Medically Tested-Tested for
Toxins by FKT. The company obtained ISO 9001
quality management and 14001 environmental
management systems, and 45001 for occupational
health and safety management systems.

Tested Means Trusted
Today’s consumers demand safe, eﬀec�ve and quality products with increasing levels of sustainability. With the rise in
technology, consumer purchases can take place anywhere from the high street to the home, at the tip of their fingers.
From the phones they use and the clothes they wear, the toys in the nursery and the chair they sit on, to domes�c
appliances in the kitchen and even the lo�ons they put on their skin, consumers put their trust in brands and retailers
to offer products that are safe to use and deliver on their promises.
SGS IS THE WORLD’S LEADING INSPECTION, VERIFICATION, TESTING AND CERTIFICATION COMPANY.
Established in 1878... More than 89,000 employees globally... More than 2600 offices around the world.
CONTACT US
CORPORATE OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
2nd, 6th -10th, 13th Floor, Noor Tower;
110, Bir U�am C R Da�a Road,
Dhaka- 1205
t: + 88 02 967 6500;
m: +880 1755 607 022
e: lab.bangladesh@sgs.com

GULSHAN OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
House 37, Road 24, Gulshan- 1,
Dhaka- 1212
t: +88 02 986 2740;
e: sgs.bangladesh@sgs.com

CHITTAGONG OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
IIUC Tower, 7th and 11th Floor,
Plot 9, SK. Mujib Road, Agrabad,
Chi�agong- 4100.
t: +88 031 715 037, 715 074, 715 082
e: lab.chi�agong@sgs.com
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Shangu Tex Ltd. received RSC
recognition letter for completing
100% safety measures
Rahbar Hossain
After Rana Plaza and Tazreen Fashion incidents, the
Bangladesh garments industry is now in unparallel
height in building, fire and others safety parameters.
Owners and associations sincerely looked into the
matters and it is now considered that Bangladesh is
the safest garments manufacturing hub in the world. Also,
maximum LEED certified factories are in Bangladesh
which is a matter of pride for the whole industry.

Maheer Mannan, Deputy Managing Director of
Shangu Tex Ltd said, “We have completed more than
80% required remediation measures under Accord,
and now completed 100% measures under RSC. I
want to thank the RSC team to give support in this
pandemic situation.”
“Previously factories did not have any scope to
say anything. But now we can share our opinions
which is important to complete such gigantic work,”
Maheer Mannan added further.
1600+ factories right now RSC enlisted where
remediation process is going on or end successfully.
It has been seen that Accord tried to linger the
remediation process end of their period. Many
factories faced losses due to different inspection
teams operating in the same factory. Based on the
cases, the Textile Today Factory Tales team collected
some opinions from the industry that can improve
the operation of RSC onward. They are:

Figure 1: Shangu Tex-2 Ltd received the recognition letter
recently after completing its remediation measures suggested by
the Accord and RSC.

The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in
Bangladesh was signed on 15 May 2013. It was a
five-year independent, legally binding agreement
between global brands and retailers and trade unions
designed to build a safe and healthy Bangladeshi
ready-made garment (RMG) Industry. The agreement
was created in the immediate aftermath of the Rana
Plaza building collapse.

•	The inspection team should be fixed for a factory
to avoid overlaps in the remediation process
•	There should be a standard documentation system
for the factories which will be accepted by all
brands and buyers
•	Safety equipment brands should not be fixed by
the certification body, otherwise, the providing
vendors take the price advantage rather should
ensure the quality of the equipment

The Accord shut down its operation in Bangladesh
on 31st May 2020 and handed over the charges to
the RMG Sustainability Council (RSC) which started
its operation from 1st June 2020.
Due to the Corona pandemic, the launching was slow
but RSC successfully issued many recognition letters
of remediation measures completion to the factories.
Shangu Tex-2 Ltd also received the recognition letter
recently after completing its remediation measures
suggested by the Accord and RSC.
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Figure 2: Maheer Mannan, Deputy Managing Director of Shangu Tex Ltd.

Exports Update

•	There should be an opinion
giving space for factories so
that the whole process can
be completed in a win-win
condition
A safe workplace gives mental
security to the staff. So, safety
should be ensured for the factories
themselves. Almost all exportoriented garments factories of
Bangladesh are now aware of
workplace safety. This should not
come as a burden for the factories
due to a haphazard decision from
the workplace safety ensuring
body. Which fell the factories in
financial losses too.

Figure 3: Shangu Tex Ltd completed more than 80% of required remediation measures
under Accord, and now completed 100% of measures under RSC.

Bangladesh secures better performance in
brassieres shipment to US
Nurnahar Akter Tania
Brassieres have continued to
stay positive in the US market
as import of the product grew

percent. On the other hand, as far
as month-over-month (M-o-M)
performance, the USA’s import of

brassieres has fallen in February
’21 as compared to January 21 –
marginally by 3.28 percent.
On January 21, the import valued
US $ 214.33 million, which dropped
by around the US $ 7 million on
February 21. Indonesia, Vietnam
and Bangladesh continued a
positive trend on M-o-M basis
shipment (value-wise export) while
China and Sri Lanka saw a decline.
In month-over-month (M-o-M)
performance Bangladesh holds
second position attaining 5.43
percent growth while Indonesia
fetched the 1st position growing
7.56 percent.

Y-o-Y % Change in Value-wise Brassieres Exports to USA:�(Values in US $ million)
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by 11 percent year-over-year
(Y-o-Y) on February 21 to the US
$ 207.29 million, according to
OTEXA. China, Vietnam Indonesia,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka are the
top 5 brassieres shippers’ country.
Except for Sri Lanka, all the 4 top
exporters saw Y-o-Y growth in
their respective brassieres’ exports
(value-wise export) to the USA.
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Advancing RMG technology uptake
post-COVID-19 pandemic
Rahbar Hossain
Since the COVID-19 pandemic began globally, the
textile and apparel industry has undergone some
monumental transformations that would previously
have taken decades. One of which is the innovation
and adoption of technology.

have had to find new ways to connect with suppliers."
Emergent technologies
Artificial Intelligence and 3D modelling technology, in
particular, have risen in popularity, allowing suppliers to
offer digital samples and set up virtual showrooms.
Serai's Ramachandran also points to new
technology-led solutions particularly in the space of
supply chain transparency.
3D evolution
Yet for all the technologies developed in the last
year, 3D tools appear to have picked up the most
pace, evolving design technology to offer a solution
to help companies now working remotely.

Figure: Innovation and adoption of technology in textile
and apparel industry has undergone some monumental
transformations in COVID-19 pandemic.

Where once investment in technology was seen as
a nice-to-have, the pandemic has fundamentally
shifted how companies operate, how they
communicate and how they think about issues such
as sustainability – making new tools a necessity
if they are to continue operating effectively and
manage the changes wrought upon them.
"We have seen a lot of changes with both retailers and
manufacturers as a result of the pandemic," says Ram Sareen,
CEO-founder of fashion technology provider Tukatech.
3D design and prototyping, customization, ondemand, microfactories, enhanced PLM, made-tomeasure, and digital try-on are just some of the new
innovations emerging to help speed up time-to-market,
reduce costs and waste, and improve efficiency.
Digitalization, big data and analytics are all helping
companies look beyond the crisis to secure a competitive
advantage and forecast trends more accurately.
COVID-19 effect
"COVID-19 has accelerated the adoption of new
technologies across industries. This is especially
evident in the apparel trade, which has traditionally
relied on physical interactions," explains Vivek
Ramachandran, CEO of Serai, HSBC's business-tobusiness apparel trade platform.
"The disruption of travel has forced a change in
behaviors. Suppliers have had to find new ways to
showcase their products and capabilities, and buyers
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"In the beginning it took many years to make people
trust 3D so that it can become a substitute to what
they know," explains Avihay Feld, co-founder and
CEO of software specialist Browzwear.
"Now it's not only about trusting 3D to be able to do
something but moving more and more portions of the
workflow into 3D. In the beginning it was just garment
creation and testing the fit, now it's design and selling.
Investments in technologies for 3D modelling and
digital sampling are all contributing to faster and
more effective decisions, less fabric waste, and a
smaller carbon footprint.
H&M's Berlin-based innovation lab recently developed
technology based on a 3D photogrammetry scanner
developed by NeXR. The virtual fitting solution will
enable customers to try out clothing on their own
individual avatars. A prototype is expected to be
available for summer 2021 in select German stores.
With 3D now having to take the place of physical
samples in many cases, fashion technology provider
Tukatech last year introduced what it called "the first
feel factor value for fabrics" based on a mathematical
calculation using bend and surface friction values
in all warp, weft and shear directions. The feature is
designed to help 3D product design relate to fabric
feel without the need for a physical sample, which
can delay the development process.
A learning curve
While the broader impact of the pandemic is nothing
short of catastrophic, Leader's believes the one silver
lining is the change in mindset and the adoption of
new technology-led solutions.
This is certainly true of companies still using
outdated technology, according to Greg Moore, CEO

Te c h To d a y

of fit solutions specialist WAIR.

technologies are developed and adopted.

The pandemic certainly exposed a country's
dependence on imports, but it has also shown the
industry's abilities to meet the challenge, with personal
protective equipment (PPE) a great examples.

Gooten's Rainey believes the industry has been
struggling to stay up to speed with all of the new
consumer requirements the pandemic has dumped on it.

Many fashion businesses want to be made in the
USA, however there is a notable skills gap because of
decades of offshoring manufacturing.
Ensuring a green future
There was always a risk that sustainability might take
a back seat during the pandemic, but innovation in
this area has not slowed down. New technologies are
also emerging to help cut waste, energy, and improve
traceability, amongst others.
Fast-tracking to the future
The uncertainty around whether factories and
businesses will recover, if sustainability can return to
the top of company agendas, and whether the pace
of change will continue, may all depend on what

Eventually, a person will be able to scan, and their
body will become 3D and they can try on garments.
They will need to have some sort of 3D garment on
their computer or smart mirror when they stand in
front of it and see themselves dressing garments
digitally and then they can buy it.
But where 3D is concerned, while digital samples are
growing in popularity for brands and manufacturers
wanting a more efficient process, there is no escaping
the desire to want to physically touch materials.
Technology could also have a positive impact on
bricks-and-mortar shopping, according to retail
technology business NearSt.
The technologies now emerging have the ability to turn
the apparel industry on its head. But with all of this
comes the need to upskill the workforce for the future.

LAB 101’s campaign for ‘Revival of Denim’
Md. Al-Amin
For nearly 2 years a picture has been doing a lot
of rounds in the fashion industry where we can see
shiny walls made of aluminum and blood circulation
on a dead denim product lying on the operation
table. And this is what creates a stir in the fashion
industry and textile industry around the world.
In November 2018, Mapo-Gu, in Seoul, Korea, launched
a denim brand called ‘Lab 101’ who designs innovative
and exceptional denim stores. Just as some food and
essential stores or essential hospitals are open 24 hours
a day, the store is designed to highlight the importance
of denim and fashion, where the store will be available
24 hours a day and night.
People loved the unique and trendy design, the
denim brand ‘LAB101’ has opened its new flagship
store. It is an unmanned 24-hour store that is rarely
seen in the local fashion industry.
The theme of the entire space is being considered
as ‘A Renaissance of Denim,’ and similarly, some
more basic items have been added to the store. For
example, shiny metal has been added inside the
store, and a blue fixture can also be noticed in detail
when rotated around it.
Lab 101 has only one outer gate, which is responsible for
a very little understanding of what is inside it. "Lab101
does not display products in an open space like other
ordinary stores," said the design lab in a loud voice to
highlight the importance of the denim & fashion industry
The company's director, Zeng Heung-wook, said
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Figure: ‘Lab 101’ created a stir in the fashion industry and textile
industry around the world with its innovative concept.

about it "In the case of denim, there are many
consumers who try to take products alone & offline.
Some others try to wear clothes fitted to the body,
and all the benefits are here."
It can also be an example regarding its payment &
security system. The unmanned payment system
is installed throughout the store. By tagging the
product, when you want to purchase on the payment
device, you can decide whether to pick up the item
from the size selection and inventory information,
pick up the item at the site, or receive it by courier.
Theft and security issues, one of the anxiety factors
of unmanned stores, have also been thoroughly
prepared. Like manned stores, theft prevention tag
was attached to the CCTV and clothing in the store,
as well as allowing customers to enter the store only
by tagging a credit or debit card.

D e n i m To d a y

Aaron Denim launches its’ 2nd fabric exhibition
to showcase and thrive innovation with fashion
Rahbar Hossain
Aaron Denim Ltd. bit by bit taking
the Bangladesh denim industry’s
leadership by its innovative
activities. In this succession, the
factory launches its’ 2nd fabric
exhibition ‘The American Dream’
at the factory premises, Savar,

inauguration ceremony of the
exhibition.
“We have got a huge response
from our 1st fabric exhibition
in 2020 which motivated us to
arrange such exhibition further

in this critical business situation,”
said Mazakat Harun, Managing
Director of Aaron Denim Ltd.
Aaron Denim Ltd. redefined its
vision and mission to cope up with
the fashion world. “We have the
plan to establish a fashion brand
soon locally, but we will go for the
international market in 2nd phase.
Also, we will take the advantage
of online as the internet is now
available at mass level and peoples
are more comfortable in online
marketing,” Sayed Ibn Mazakat
said to Textile Today.
“This exhibition we are doing not
actually for business purpose, but
to show and thrive the innovation
with fashion,” he added further.
The company has a dedicated
fashion & design team, also
a strong R&D and product
development team who are working
relentlessly behind the show.

Figure 1: Mazakat Harun, Managing Director of Aaron Denim Ltd. (middle) and Sayed Ibn
Mazakat, Deputy Managing Director & CEO, Aaron Denim Ltd. (R to L first).

Mazakat confirmed that they will
arrange another exhibition to
show the developments before the
winter season.

Dhaka from 3rd to 9th April. The
company showcases around 80
different types of denim fabrics
and exhibits Summer & Retro
fashion for the upcoming season
focusing the sustainability with
fashion in denim.
Mazakat Harun, Managing Director
of Aaron Denim Ltd.; Sayed
Ibn Mazakat, Deputy Managing
Director & CEO, Aaron Denim
Ltd.; Golam Monzur Ahamed,
Director, Aaron Denim Ltd.; Ishrat
Fahmida, Director, Aaron Denim
Ltd and many other buyers and
professionals were present at the

Figure 2: The company showcases around 80 different types of denim fabrics and
exhibits Summer & Retro fashion for the upcoming season focusing the sustainability
with fashion in denim.
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Brands and manufacturers joint effort
can meet standard life commitments
of apparel workers
S. A. Kiron
Garment workers in Bangladesh
have hit the headlines in global
media for many reasons over the
last few years. Many lives were lost
in several high-profile industrial
disasters in the country following
which local garment factories have
taken extensive safety measures
in face of growing national and
international pressure.
While the ongoing initiatives at
RMG factories have focused on
workers’ physical safety issues,
there needs to be given due
importance on their general health,
wellbeing and quality of life.
Due to the increased participation
of women in paid work, the issues
of their safety and security in the
workplace and on the commute to
work have now come to the fore.
A decent and standard working
environment highly influences
workers’ efficiency and health and
protects them from a work-related
injuries. For Illness and injury,
workers have to spend more money
for health purposes, which limits
their access to other basic needs.
If simple workplace policies and
practices like ensuring building
and electrical safety, firefighting
capabilities, and access to
appropriate emergency exits had
been taken, many valuable lives
could have been saved in the past.
The conflagration in the Tazreen
Fashions factory in November
2012 killed at least 117 workers and
injured 200 others. As the call for
ensuring the safety of workers’
lives got louder, dozens of retailers
and brands formed the accord on
fire and building safety.
Low-paying Salary
Countries such as Bangladesh
are popular places for offering
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Figure: RMG factories have focused on workers’ physical safety issues, there needs to be
given due importance on their general health, wellbeing and quality of life.

cheap labor alongside expertise
in clothing manufacture. Brands
flock here to source more than
$30 billion worth of “ready-made
garments,” or RMG, making
Bangladesh the world’s secondlargest apparel manufacturing
center, after China.

of labor and employment relations
at Penn State University and an
expert on the Bangladeshi garment
industry, warns that the combination
of massive job losses and the
purging of union activists could
lead to worsening conditions for
employees, including forced labor.

The legal minimum wage for
garment workers in the country
is 8,000 taka (£73.85) a month.
Campaigners say workers need
16,000Tk to live a comfortable life
in Bangladesh. With such low wages,
employees often feel compelled to
take on a large amount of overtime
to make ends meet.

“This is a profound international
crisis that has disproportionately
affected the people at the bottom
of the supply chain, to the extent
that their very survival is at stake,”
said Anner. “We’ll be seeing the
repercussions for years to come.”

COVID-19 and RMG Industry
According to the media reports,
thousands of workers have lost
their jobs across the country
due to the impact of COVID-19.
Moreover, during lockdown
hundreds of thousands of workers
were not paid for their finished
work. Work conditions have
deteriorated drastically since the
onset of the pandemic.
Mark Sebastian Anner, a Professor

April 2021

Health-related issues
Pregnant workers said that
working conditions set by the
factories were quite unfavorable to
their physical condition.
Health is a basic human right. It also
makes an important contribution
to economic progress, as healthy
people live longer, are more
productive, and can save more.
According to the reports published
in different local media, garment
workers in large numbers suffer
from a host of chronic health

News and Analysis

issues. Generally, women of
low socioeconomic status in
developing countries are in some
of these non-fatal or non-traumatic
health conditions.

Improved Nutrition (GAIN), a Swissbased international organization,
about 43 percent of workers in the
country’s lucrative RMG industry are
suffering from malnutrition,

costs go up every time. “So, there
would be no tangible improvement
in the workers’ quality of life after
the wage rise,” CPD’s Dr. Khondaker
Golam Moazzem.

The following health conditions are
reported to be the most prevalent
among garment workers: dysuria;
joint pain; hypertension; vision
problems; insomnia; asthma; anxiety;
gout; diabetes; and heart attack.

Housing Problem

Brands need to keep their
commitments

It is not surprising that a health
condition like dysuria (painful or
difficult urination) is so highly
prevalent among young female
garment workers. Urinary tract
infection, vaginitis, urinary
retention, sexually transmitted
conditions are related to dysuria.
Many garment and textile workers
are said to have been affected by
Asthma while working in factories.
Their living arrangements
(deplorable housing conditions
coupled with exposure to air
pollution outside) exacerbate this.
According to Global Alliance for

A good number of workers, mostly
women, live in cramped quarters
and half their wages often go
towards rent. Married female RMG
workers often live with their family,
including their husbands and
children, in one room and share
the bathroom and kitchen with
other garment workers and their
family members.

There is a policy commitment from
all fashion brands to ensure workers
are paid for making their clothes.
Manufacturers and brands are equally
responsible to ensure a standard life
for the garment workers.
However, a recent investigation
by the Business & Human Rights
Resource Centre (BHRRC) showed
eight factories supplying 16 major
fashion brands and found nearly
10,000 workers fighting for wages
and benefits legally owed.

The minimum wage went up
from Tk 3,000 in 2010 to Tk
8,000 in 2019. Unfortunately,
Bangladesh’s garment workers’
overall cost of living has increased
by 86 percent between 2013 and
2018 where food cost increased
by 56.8 percent and non-food
cost increased by 115.4 percent,
according to a study by CPD. With a
hike in wages in the sector, housing

The workers are not paid in full for
work the factories supplying the
16 fashion brands including H&M,
Nike & Levi’s. In the last six months
of 2020 alone, the brands they
produced brought at least US$10
billion in profits combined.
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Sourcing from China suffers another blow
John Foote
After four years of bad news for
China sourcing—tariffs and rumors
of tariffs, allegations of forced
labor on an almost unfathomable
scale, the risk getting drawn into
political crossfire—it might seem
that there aren’t many shoes left
to drop. Hopes that 2021 might
bring a ‘return to normal’ were
challenged on March 1, not by
political developments or another
explosive human rights exposé,
but by a U.S. court ruling calling
into question the viability of “first
sale” for companies sourcing from
China—and Vietnam too, for good
measure.

importers. At a minimum, though,
the risk associated with utilizing
first sale has shifted. Companies
that rely on first sale for China
and Vietnam sourcing should take
additional steps to mitigate the
risk of exposure for additional
customs duties and penalties.
First sale is widely used by apparel
importers as a tried-and-true
method of reducing tariff liability.
If the necessary conditions are
satisfied, an importer is able to
value goods for customs purposes
on the basis of an earlier sale in
the chain of transactions leading

These importers pressed their
case in court, and the courts
agreed. The landmark case from
the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit laid out the basic
requirements for first sale, which
have been repeated in many
subsequent court cases, and
dozens of customs rulings since. In
common recitation, there are three
elements.
As mentioned above, the value
statute specifies that a transaction
value must involve a “sale for
exportation,” so that’s element No.
1. Goods sold in a valid first sale
must be clearly destined to the
United States at the time the sale
takes place.
The other two “elements” of first
sale aren’t actually unique to first
sale; they’re simply reiterations of
requirements that apply to the use
of any sales price as a customs
value. If you want to declare a
sales price as a customs value—
whether it’s a first sale, a last sale,
or something in between—it must
be a “bona fide sale” that occurs at
“arm’s length.” Those are elements
No. 2 and No. 3.

Figure: "First sale" import conditions are under renewed scrutiny. Courtesy: Adobe
Stock/blvdone

If not reversed on appeal, the
decision by the U.S. Court of
International Trade (CIT) in Meyer
Corp. U.S. v. United States imperils
the use of first sale, and could
increase the customs duty expense
of sourcing apparel from these
countries by an average of 10 to 15
percent.
Much depends not only on how
the case fares if appealed, but
on how U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (“CBP”) decides
to apply the decision to other
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to importation. The classic
example is a three-tier transaction
involving a factory (for instance, in
China), a middleman (say, in Hong
Kong) and a U.S. importer.
The U.S. customs value statute—
that is, a law passed by Congress
and signed by the president—says
that an importer can value goods
for importation on the basis of
the price actually paid or payable
“when sold for exportation to the
United States.”

April 2021

The idea is that in a non-market
economy (an official status
conferred on China and Vietnam
under U.S. law), non-market
influences could result in artificial
depression of prices for any
number of reasons—because
the production of cotton is
subsidized, because factories
take a government payment
to employ certain workers, or
because polyester manufacturers
don’t have to pay market rates for
rent or utilities, just to name a few
examples.
Whether the case is appealed or
not, all importers relying on first
sale should reevaluate their first
sale programs in light of this case.
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Industry 4.0: A typical
discussion and
recommendation for spinning
industry in Bangladesh

“Directly buying from ginner
or authorized organization
can lessen sellers’
domination in pricing”

Finishing of nylon
fabric for
antibacterial
activity
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Industry 4.0: A
typical discussion
and recommendation
for spinning industry
in Bangladesh
Engr. Kazi Md. Elias, CText FTI, Chief Operating Officer, Textile Testing Services Ltd., DBL Group
Before going to the details of the
topics under the caption ‘Industry
4.0: A Typical discussion and
Recommendation for Spinning
Industry in Bangladesh’, we need to
understand Industry 4.0 and why
this industry 4.0 is a concern for the
industrial sectors (the writer covers
the Spinning Sectors).

smaller day by day but it does
not mean that the word ‘smaller’
concept is related to the size of this
earth planet but with Information
Communication Technology (ICT),
Operational Technology (OT), and
worldwide networking.
Industry 4.0 makes the

Figure 1: 4th industrial revolution is the ongoing automation of traditional manufacturing
and industrial practices by using modern smart technology.

Presently we are living in a digital
world and digitization is ongoing
throughout Bangladesh. We can
say that the world is becoming

manufacturing/production/
operation a value-added
creation process through digital
transformation.

The Industry 4.0 compliant
industry/factory is also known as
Smart Industry or Smart Factory.
The industry or the factory
equipped with state-of-the-art
machinery is the core element of
Industry 4.0. Industry 4.0 is not
a forcibly imposed burden to the
industry but it is a continuous
running vehicle of the Industrial
revolution. It does not come just
all of a sudden but incorporating
chronological order like Industry
1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and now we are talking
about 4.0 Industrial Revolution.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution
is the ongoing automation of
traditional manufacturing and
industrial practices by using
modern smart technology.
Large-scale machine-to-machine
communication (M2M) and the
internet of things (IoT), artificial
intelligence (AI) are integrated
for improved communication,
increased automation, selfmonitoring, and production of
smart machines that can analyze
and diagnose issues without the
need for human involvement.
As per fig 2, we are in the 6th
stage i.e., within Industry 4.0
and the more tough competition
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PAST

1st Stage
Human Labor
Force
(Specialization)

2nd Stage
Manpower is
replaced with
domestic
animals

PRESENT

3rd Stage
Mechanization.
Water Power
Steam Power

4th Stage
Mass
Production.
Assembly Line.
Mechanization

FUTURE

5th Stage
Computer
Aided
Automation,
CAD/CAM

6th Stage
Sensor robotic
manufacturing
with AI

7th Stage
Mentally directed
CAD/CAM
Brain/Machine
Interface

8th Stage
AI Anticipates
Human Needs
and Plans
Resources

Figure 2: Stages of Industrial Revolution (Past, Present & Future)

worldwide is coming in the
8th stage that is equivalent to
Industry 6.0. Fig 3 indicating the
gradual advancement of Industrial
Revolutions.
Why spinning industry of
Bangladesh is a concern in terms
of Industry 4.0?
Bangladesh is now under the
challenge of the 21st century's
global business environment
especially in the arena of readymade garment (RMG) sectors. It
is a matter of great pleasure that
more than 82% (Including Woven
& Knitwear) of the country's
export is from RMG sector.

As per the BTMA source, presently
there are only 433 spinning mills in
Bangladesh. In the year 2006, the
number of spinning industries was
260 i.e., within 14 years the number
of spinning industries increases
66.5%. This figure seems to be good
and the below graph (Graph 1)
indicating good growth in terms of
the number of Spinning Industry.
This growth is positively
contributing to the country’s RMG
export. Spinning mills is one of
the backward linkage industries
which need to be modernized with
innovative technologies that are
the requirement and challenges for
Bangladesh.

Although Bangladesh is a
land of agriculture, the RMG
sector is the main driver of the
national economy now. After the
independence in 1971, Bangladesh
was one of the poorest countries
in the world. No major industries
were developed at that time.

Once we thought quality first,
think quantity latter but presently
we should think both quantity
and quality simultaneously. Here,
the quantity is for supporting
countries RMG export and quality
is for facing upcoming tremendous
challenges that waiting for us.

It was a big challenge for
Bangladesh for rebuilding the
war-ravaged country with limited
resources. Statistically, it was
found that in the year 1983-84, the
number of garment factory was
384 and in the year 2012-2013, the
number of garment industry found
increased up to six thousand. Within
30 years, the garment factory
increased 16 times but in the year
2020, the statistics in this regard are
4620 i.e., the number of garments
decreased 23% within 7 years.

We are talking about Industry 4.0
for the Spinning sectors whereas
technologically the spinning
industries of Bangladesh remain
almost backward except with very
few industries in Bangladesh. We
know that time and tide wait for
none and in the same style, the
industrial revolutions are going on
worldwide ceaselessly.
A sudden blow of COVID-19
temporarily hampers the journey
of Industrial revolutions but it would

be continued. It is to be noted that
Industry 6.0 is going to be knocked
at the door even we are not
prepared for Industry 4.0 and we
are worried and this is the question
of the survival of the fittest.
Typical Discussion and
Recommendation:
The writer tries to uphold some
points that may be helpful for a
look into the actual scenario of the
topics as follows:
•	The industrialist should think for
set up a new spinning industry
with highly sophisticated
machines with a robotics
system. This will save time
ultimately reduce the lead
time in apparel shipment.
Bangladesh government should
provide strategic support to the
entrepreneur for setting up a
new spinning industry.
•	We know that it is very difficult
to do conversion of the old
conventional spinning system
into modern machinery
with the latest innovative
technology. In this situation,
all old conventional spinning
industries should be under
“BMR” (Balancing, Modernization,
and Replacement). Bangladesh
government should take initiative
to support industrialists in this
regard. Rapid modernization is
possible for spinning sectors by
adopting this policy.
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The 4.0 industrial revolutions

Industry 1.0

Industry 2.0

Industry 3.0

Industry 4.0

Mechanization and the
introduction of steam
and water power

Mass production
assembly lines using
electrical power

Automated production,
computers, IT-systems
and robotics

The Smart Factory.
Autonomous systems,
IoT, machine learning

Figure 3: The four industrial revolutions.

•	Concerning the customer’s
perspective, the spinning
industry has. no any direct
Foreign buyers/visitors. 100%
export-oriented spinning
industry sales yarn to the
subsequent processes like
weaving or Knitting industry
of both local and 100% exportoriented. Due to the lacking of
Visitors, the spinning industry
is not maintaining proper
housekeeping that may cause
to produce faulty yarns with
contamination. This situation
can be overcome by achieving
ISO 9002 certification and
accreditation. The auto system
would work. Forming a neutral
Quality management team may
be an alternative option. Their
reporting boss should be one of
the board members.
•	Most of the raw materials of the
spinning industry are cotton
and these are imported. The
price is also high. For minimizing
cost, a huge scope of R&D

activities is open by utilizing
the proper blending & mixing
strategy of various types of
cotton (Pima, CIS, Australian,
etc.). The Industry Quality
Assurance Team is responsible
to conduct such experiments.
The industry owners can
encourage or give chance to the
university students to carry out
research activities. In this way, the
technology-based research will
help to cope up with Industry 4.0
•	Most of the rich industrialists of
Bangladesh are not interested
in setting up a backward linkage
spinning industry. Out of many
reasons, two are the mains: one
is the fear of huge investment
cost and the other is to make
profit in the shortest possible
manners I mean to set up a
garment industry instead of
spinning industry. This mentality
should be changed for the
greater interest of the country’s
economy and survival.
•	Every spinning industry must

Spinning mills growth rate over the years
500
400
300
200
100
0

2006 Year

2010 Year

2014 Year

2015 Year

Graph 1: Spinning factories growth rate in Bangladesh. Source: BTMA
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2017-20 Year

have a well-organized spinning
laboratory that should be
equipped with state-of-theart lab and quality control
mechanisms such as USTER
AFIS PRO 2, USTER HVI 1000
(Raw cotton Analysis), USTER
TESTER 6 (Sliver, Roving, Yarn
Analysis), USTER TENSOJET 5,
USTER TENSORAPID 5 (Single
Yarn Strength Analysis), USTER
CLASSIMAT 5 (Winding fault
Analysis), USTER AUTOSORTER
6 (Yarn Count measuring).
Besides these, USTER Company
developed many sophisticated
quality monitoring devices in
Quality Management, process
control, Fabric Inspection, etc.
that can monitor the whole mill
in an effective manner.
•	Spinning industry needs to
go for diversified products
to keep its existence in the
international market. Diversified
yarn products can feed to the
diversified RMG products. It is
good news that some industry
owners in these sectors are
planning to invest in synthetic
yarn as its demand worldwide is
increasing.
•	To make Smart Factory as
per Industry 4.0, educational
institutions can play an important
role. Both Public and private
university authority should review
their existing course curriculum.
These can be done by knowledge
sharing through joint discussion
with the University Teachers and
Industry experts.
•	The upward trend of Indian
yarn prices is another issue.
This is due to the capacity
imbalance and shortage of
yarn production in India. Due to
the lockdown issue caused by
covid-19, sufficient manpower
was not available. India is facing
a shortage of yarn even to meet
their demand domestically.
They are getting huge orders
from Bangladesh and Vietnam.
Higher demand and lower
supply cause the higher yarn
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Figure 5: Yarn Price Trend in India.

price in India. As an example, the
price per kg of combed cotton
yarn of 30’s count was $2.81,
$2.88, $3.21, $3.31 & $3.55 in
September, October, November,
and December last year 2020,
and January 2021 respectively
(Source: Fiber2Fashion). The
yarn price increased not only
in India but also in the global
market due to pandemic issues.
This phenomenon indicating
that the Bangladesh Spinning
sector is not ready for facing the
Industry 4.0 revolution.
Industry 4.0 is a concern for
all types industry like spinning,
knitting, weaving, dyeing, finishing,
apparel industry, etc. As our
topics cover the spinning sectors
only, I tried to discuss the issues
related to spinning sectors. I

tried to convey the message to
the honorable Industry Owners,
entrepreneurs, officials, spinners to
realize the scenario and challenges
associated with the ongoing
industrial revolutions.
Side by side concentrating on

Figure 6: Engr. Kazi Md. Elias, CText FTI.

the machinery with innovative
technology, and organizational
change is required. It is a regular
phenomenon that most people are
interested in works in the same
pattern the way they are doing for
a long time.
The people tend to resist any
change. I can say, it is not their fault.
It is our responsibility to make them
understand the positive impact
of organizational change. Good
industry leaders are required those
can plan, handle, manage any issues
strategically not arbitrarily.
The people have a fear in their
mind that after adaptation to
innovative technology and robotic
systems in the industry, they may
lose job keeping in mind that
they are going to be replaced
by machines and upgraded
technology. However, we are
hopeful for a better Bangladesh, a
better World.
Let us habituate the concept of
Industry 4.0 among ourselves
by defining it as “A name for the
current trend of automation and
data exchange in manufacturing
technologies, including cyberphysical systems, the Internet
of things, cloud computing and
cognitive computing and creating
the smart factory” or Industry 4.0
compliant industry.

ML Dyeing investing Tk 63 cr to set up a spinning unit
Desk Report
ML Dyeing Limited, a concern of Far Group, will set
up a factory in Gazipur to start its spinning business.
With a production capacity of 16,500 kg yarn per
day, ML Dyeing will invest Tk62.58 crore for the
business expansion.
At present, ML Dyeing is engaged in the dyeing
business of yarns for export-oriented sweater companies.
“We have already imported machinery for the new
plant. Despite the countrywide lockdown, we hope that
the new plant will start operations in May this year," said
AKM Atiqur Rahman, Company Secretary of ML Dyeing.
The company sources are hopeful that its annual
turnover will be Tk78 crore and net profit Tk12 crore.
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic shock, the net profit
of the company enlarged by 2% in the 2019-20 fiscal year.
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ML Dyeing invesingt
TK62.58 crore to set
up a new spinning unit

Estimated production
capacity is 16,500 kg
yarn per day

New unit will start
production from May

Expected annual
turnover TK 78 crore

While its yearly revenue declined by 3% to Tk238 crore
for the last fiscal year, compared to the previous year. In
FY20, the company dyed 1.8 crore pounds of yarns.
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“Directly buying from ginner or
authorized organization can lessen
sellers’ domination in pricing”
Md. Fazlul Haque, Managing Director, Ahmed Group (Israq Spinning Mills Ltd)
A visionary leader and successful business
entrepreneur Md. Fazlul Haque, Founder and
Managing Director of Ahmed Group, was born
on 27th January 1957 at Sreenagar Upazila of
Munshiganj District. He is creative, talented and
a man of hard work. From a young age, he was
passionate about business and entrepreneurship.
In 2001, he stepped into the world of business by
establishing a garments manufacturing company
called Sajib Fashion Wear Ltd. Through hard work
and sincerity, he soon expanded his business into
the textile spinning industry. Currently, Ahmed
Group consists of four companies, under the direct
supervision of Md. Fazlul Haque. Their fundamental
strengths lie in their strong profitability and quality
production. Md. Fazlul Haque is known for never
compromising with quality and always adapting to
modern technology, which is crucial in their presence
in both local and foreign markets.

of the board for many terms and also held the
similar position Vice President (FY 2014-2016).
As a dynamic board member, he participated in
many local and international trade fairs and visited
many countries with commerce ministry, different
federations and chambers.

He is actively involved with the leading trade body
Bangladesh Textile Mills Association (BTMA) and
currently serving as Vice President for the term
2021-2023. Previously, he also served as Director

We have had a long journey indeed. Even without
global challenges, such a journey was not a bed
of roses. By the dint of foresighted planning and
significant contribution, Ahmed Group is marching

He is also engaged in a number of social activities.
Currently, he is holding the Chair of Shamaspur
Multilateral High School and President of SUJON,
under Sreenagar Upazila of Munshiganj District.
Textile Today: Could you please share briefly on
Israq Spinning Mills Ltd, a concern of Ahmed Group?
Md. Fazlul Haque: Within the Ahmed Group umbrella,
there are 4 (four) units; namely Israq Spinning Mills,
Israq Rotor Spinning Mills, Israq Textile Mills and Israq
Cotton Mills Ltd. The units reside within the same
campus that incorporates congenial environment.
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the spinning sector in Bangladesh is very promising.
There is no doubt that the primary textile sector has
a large contribution in total export. More than 90%
yarn demand for knit RMG & more than 35% yarn
demand for woven RMG are met by Primary Textile
Sector (PTS). But we are not strong enough in the
demand and supply structure as we are in behind to
diversify our product & market.
Textile Today: Could you please share details on
your products and market diversification? Why are
we still behind in producing high value or fancy yarn
as a whole? How can we contribute here more?

Figure: Photo captured while Amzad Hossain Monir, AGM of
Textile Today covering Md. Fazlul Haque interview at Ahmed
Group corporate office

forward. We have always been sincerely trying to
improve the overall development of the country’s
economy. Since its inception, Ahmed Group has been
maintaining transparency and ethics in its business
policy, following sound marketing strategy. Thus, we
are determined to achieve further excellence. We are
proud of our core values of integrity and fairness. Our
Board of Directors are committed to achieve long term
prosperity and sound corporate governance.
Currently, more than 5000 employees are engaged
in the production activity and our total production
capacity is 1, 40,000 KG/Day including 12, 000 KG/
Day Rotor Yarn. We have boosted our spinning
processes by applying up-to-date technology and
machineries to every phase of our production
processes. We are also using advanced technology
to ensure strict Quality Standards.
We usually use raw cotton imported from West
Africa, India, Brazil, and if necessary, from others. We
attach a great deal of importance to ‘Quality’. Our
belief is ‘No quality, No achievement’.
We believe and trust that we will be able to prove
our worthiness in this sector too. I am always
remembered, accompanied with gratitude, for the
continued support of our well-wishers, cotton sellers,
yarn buyers and also all the people who are engaged
in our organization. We are yours and you are ours.
We welcome you all to visit our site and surely, your
support will encourage us to go ahead.
Textile Today: How do you see the present condition
of our spinning sector, especially demand-supply
and contribution of Primary Textile Sector (PTS) in
total export?
Md. Fazlul Haque: I think the present condition of
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Md. Fazlul Haque: Currently, we are doing the
following yarns- 100 % Cotton Carded Yarn, 100%
Cotton Combed Yarn, 100 % Cotton Slub Yarn, 60/40
CVC Yarn, 80/20 PC Yarn, Organic (GOTS & OCS)
Yarn, CmiA Certified Yarn, BCI Standard Cotton Yarn
and Recycled (GRS & RCS) Cotton Yarn.
If we analyzed our yarn market then we found that
we have the ability to support the knit yarn market
at 100% and for woven markets at 60% to 70%. But
we have a gap in the sweater yarn market, where
90% of yarn is being imported from China & other
countries. Another gap is found in technical textiles,
Medical textiles and Spandex yarn market & fancy
yarn market. So I think it is the high time to make a
difference and come with product diversification.
Textile Today: Many experts are telling the unstable
yarn price frustrating knitwear makers and exporters
and it is creating an unsustainable situation in orders
given/taken. How do you see this matters?
Md. Fazlul Haque: Yes, yarn price is fluctuating as
cotton price goes higher and in this situation. It’s
very difficult for Knitwear makers and exporters to
fix a contract with the buyers within the set prices.
Spinners are also bewildered, as raw cotton cost is more
than 70% of total costs and the cotton price goes higher
and higher. So I think, if cotton prices come down with a
stability then the yarn market will be stable.
Textile Today: As more than 95% raw materials of
the PTS are imported, how can a sustainable supply
chain be developed here?
Md. Fazlul Haque: Though Bangladesh is one of
the largest raw cotton importers, we totally depend
on intermediary sellers and this is why we are
dominated by sellers in the pricing. It is still not
focused from all aspects.
My point is, as we are importing more than 95% raw
material of our total consumption we need to find
alternative sources like directly buying from the
ginner or from the authorized organization like CCI
of India and Abrapa of Brazil. Besides, if our Govt.
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take initiative to impose G2G agreement policy then
we may get a sustainable supply chain for sourcing
raw material.
Textile Today: Many of the spinners said, the
availability and cost of the spare parts is a big
challenge for the spinners now. Can we develop
the spare parts industry here to mitigate these
challenges?
Md. Fazlul Haque: We import a huge quantity of
spare parts for running our machine smoothly and
for this we bear a huge amount of import duty.
As an example when we import Gas Generator
Spare Parts bear an average 50-60% duty on parts
price which is really costly for us. At this point I
would like to draw the attention of the apex body
of Bangladesh Govt. If our govt. consider this
challenging issue and take initiative by giving us
import benefit as SRO on spare parts then it will be
cost effective for the spinning industry.
Besides, to mitigate the spare parts challenge we
may take initiative to build up accessories industries
like rubber cots & apron, spindle tape, ring traveler,
ring cup, ring & simplex bobbin, sliver can and
lubricants etc.
Textile Today: What are the initiatives you have
taken considering sustainability and human capital
for your mills?
Md. Fazlul Haque: Sustainability and Human capital
is an inseparable part of our industry. To ensure
sustainable human capital we always focus on the
development of skills and their capacity by giving
proper training. We certainly believe that without
ensuring the sustainable development of our
manpower it will never be possible to maintain the
profitability of our industry.
Textile Today: Do you have any new investment/
expansion plan in the near future? What is your
suggestion for the new investors in spinning?
Md. Fazlul Haque: We believe in passion and
innovation so we never stopped to cherish our
desire to spread and enlarge our projects. We
are aiming to start our 5th production units with
80,000 spindles capacity. It will create employment
opportunities for more than 2,000 people. We are
planning to produce high value or fancy yarn in our
5th unit and we are very hopeful to come with this
diversified production unit by 2021.
New investors in Spinning, no need to be doubtful
about its potentiality in Bangladesh just be
passionate about your dream! To be a successful
entrepreneur Learn, Learn and Learn as much as you
can with a “Can Do” attitude. The new investor must
be up-to-date with the current global situation.

USTER QUANTUM 4.0
®

The best of both worlds

USTER ® QUANTUM 4 . 0 combines capacitive and
optical clearing in one – so spinners don’t have
to decide which sensor technology they need. The
Smart Duo brings flexibility, along with many extra
advantages spinners have always wished for.

Yarn density is under constant control by the dual
sensors. Monitoring is continuous, and after each
splice. Information from both sensors is intelligently
analyzed, pinpointing issues with twist variations
or compact yarns.
Uncovered and eliminated! Cross Clearing reliably
removes hidden defects with a double-check of the
main signal by the assistance sensor.
USTER ® QUANTUM 4 . 0 embraces the digital era,
integrating instrument data to deliver security,
prevention and flexibility.

www.uster.com/quantum
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“Bangladesh needs more efforts
to produce manmade fiber”
Riazul Islam
South Korea-based global
conglomerate Youngone
Corporation Chairman and CEO
Kihak Sung said, “Bangladesh
needs to make a lot of efforts
to produce and supply more
manmade fiber (MMF) so that a
supply chain is established here.”
Sung said, “I’ve apparel units in
Vietnam. They are doing fine and
rising faster than Bangladesh.
We need to catch up with that.
If we can satisfy our customers
with the delivery and quality then
customers will rely on us giving
more business.”
The versatile leader Kihak Sung
elaborated that in the MMF
section Vietnam is doing well and
Bangladesh’s readymade garment
(RMG) industry should follow suit.
Sung added that the textile zone
at the Korean Export Processing
Zone (KEPZ) in Chattogram
will become a ‘textile hub’ in
Bangladesh fetching a lot of
businesses if the vital support
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is provided to ‘quickly and fully
implement it. Most importantly
not losing everything to Vietnam.
Besides, bringing a lot of
businesses to Bangladesh.
Youngone Corporation already
started manufacturing polyester
fabrics at the 2 newest state-ofthe-art polyester garment factories
with a floor space of over 430,000
for each which will be extended to
2 more similar units for export and
supply of high-quality products
to garments and apparel factories
in Bangladesh as an import
substitute and backward linkage
industry.
Sung said, “We want to be
supportive of Bangladesh garment
factories. We need to make
raw materials, garments and
everything here.” Adding that
quality energy supply remains the
key hurdle.
Sung said they are inept to build 2
new factory buildings now due to
the Gas Ring Main (GRM) pipeline

April 2021

of Karnaphuli Gas Distribution Co,
Ltd, presently passing diagonally
from north to south in the textile
zone.
“We are appealing to the
government to give us a license
very quickly so that we can run
and produce high-quality products
for Bangladesh garment factories,”
urged Sung.
Emphasizing improved
infrastructure to be able to
enhance export as well as making
more profit. As an operating
business in less profit, doing more
production and more export is not
sustainable.
Sung said once Youngone is more
successful and more comfortable
here in Bangladesh, there will be
many other companies to join and
make a big investment, creating
more jobs. Eventually adding more
to the economy of Bangladesh.
Courtesy: The interview was published in
The Business Standard
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When it comes to cotton production,

SUSTAINABILITY
IS IN THE WATER
Advertorial
It all comes down to water use.
Whether it’s in our own personal
lives or the fashion brands we
patron, lowering our water use is
a significant part of how we all
reduce our environmental impact.
And it matters in the materials
these fashion brands decide to
source.
Contrary to popular belief, cotton
is not a water-intensive crop. It has
been bred to be drought tolerant,
and in many parts of the world, it
relies solely on rainfall. In fact, the
two-thirds of cotton grown in the
U.S. is not-irrigated at all.
Today, U.S. growers use moisture
sensors and below-ground probes
to track and map where water is
needed throughout their fields.
They use irrigation scheduling
technology and drip irrigation
to ensure water is soaked into
the ground. Thanks to these
innovations and technologies U.S.
cotton growers have reduced
water use by 79% over the past 35
years.

key sustainability metrics.
The Trust Protocol underpins and
verifies U.S. cotton’s sustainability
progress through sophisticated
data collection and independent
third-party verification. Choosing
Trust Protocol cotton will give
brands and retailers the critical
assurances they need that the
cotton fiber element of their
supply chain is more sustainably
grown with less water, and lower
environmental and social risk.
In the face of climate change,
brands and retailers have set
comprehensive sustainability
plans with significant objectives
for their businesses. And U.S.
cotton growers are continuously
improving their sustainability
practices by employing new
technologies to their lower water
use.
“Currently Gap Inc. is 57% of
the way towards our target of
sourcing all our cotton from more

sustainable sources by 2025,
so we chose to partner with the
Trust Protocol – as a preferred
Textile Exchange supplier – to
help us realize that goal,” said
Alice Harley, Director of Product
Sustainability at Gap Inc.
Harley added, “Continuous
improvement in sustainability is
important to Gap Inc., and with
two-thirds of U.S. cotton not
using any irrigation at all, we’re
now on course to also show
our progress against our water
stewardship commitment. Gap
Inc. is committed to furthering
our commitment to sustainable
cotton and now have access to a
broad range of data to show our
progress.”
This is why the Trust Protocol has
ambitious sustainability goals for
six metrics aligned with the United
Nations Sustainable Development
Goals, including an 18% water use
reduction by 2025.

The U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol
aims to tell the true story about
U.S. cotton and its water use.
With a growing demand for
transparency about apparel
brands’ and retailers’ water use
and their raw materials, Trust
Protocol sets a new standard for
more sustainably grown cotton. It
brings quantifiable and verifiable
goals and measurement to
sustainable cotton production and
drives continuous improvement in
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Growers have introduced systems
like computer-driven moisture
sensors to improve water
efficiency by alerting them to
periods of sufficient rainwater
and showing them water-level
measurements at a series of
distances below ground level.
These advancements enable
growers to understand if their
cotton is receiving enough water
at all levels. By receiving a picture
of the soil’s moisture, farmers can
irrigate their fields more efficiently
– if irrigation is needed at all. Almost
two-thirds of U.S. cotton growers
now employ some type of precision
technology on their farms.
With access to the Trust Protocol,
growers can continue to employ
technology to improve their farm’s
sustainability and water use with
access to peer data to baseline

their own operations, verified data
year-over-year to measure their
progress, and insights and best
practices from across the industry
to help them advance their work
towards the Trust Protocol’s
ambitious goals.
By signing up for the Trust
Protocol, mills, merchants, brands
and retailers will gain access
to U.S. cotton with sustainability
credentials proven via Field to
Market: The Alliance for Sustainable
Agriculture, measured via the
Fieldprint Calculator and verified
with Control Union Certifications.
The U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol
has welcomed more than
300 brand, retailer, mill and
manufacturer members since it
opened enrollment six months
ago. This includes Gap Inc. and its

purpose-led lifestyle brands Old
Navy, Gap, Banana Republic and
Athleta as well as UK retailers Next
Plc. and Byford. The Trust Protocol
also has welcomed the first U.S.
mills, the first members in Latin
America, and Advance Denim,
one of China’s top three denim
manufacturers. These members
have joined to better understand
the sustainability progress of U.S.
cotton and communicate that
progress to customers.
It’s on all of us, growers, brands,
retailers, and consumers to use
water more responsibly. The U.S.
Cotton Trust Protocol allows all
of us to trust that we’re using less
of our natural resources when it
comes to the clothes we wear.
Become a member today at
TrustUSCotton.org

Per Olofsson appointed new Managing Director of SSM
Desk Report
SSM Schärer Schweiter Mettler AG, a subsidiary of
the Rieter Group, has appointed Per Olofsson as
Managing Director and member of the SSM Group’s
management team effective April 1, 2021.
Olofsson is a Swedish citizen and holds a Master
of Science Degree in Supply Chain and Operations
Management from the University of Liverpool,
United Kingdom, and an Executive MBA from the
International Institute for Management Development
(IMD) in Lausanne, Switzerland.
Per Oloffson joined the Rieter Group in 2013 and is
an experienced operations manager with a proven
management track record at both local and global
level. SSM welcomes Olofsson and wishes him every
success in his new function.
SSM, based in Wädenswil (Switzerland), is a
subsidiary of the Rieter Group. SSM is the world’s
leading supplier of precision winding machines in
the fields of dyeing, weaving and sewing thread
preparation and enjoys success in individual
segments of filament yarn production.
SSM comprises the companies SSM Schärer
Schweiter Mettler AG in Wädenswil and subsidiaries
in Italy and China. SSM is represented worldwide in
all major markets.
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Figure: Per Olofsson appointed new Managing Director of SSM.
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BEZA builds a separate zone for SMEs
Hasnat
The special economic zones are
changing the industrial landscape
of Bangladesh. Bangladesh
Economic Zones Authority (BEZA)
is building a separate SME zone
at Bangabandhu Shilpanagar in
Mirsarai to raise the contribution of
the Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) to the GDP.

(Shekar), Citi Country Officer and
Managing Director, Citibank, N.A.
Bangladesh, said a media release
on Monday.
Ahsan Khan Chowdhury, Chairman
& CEO, Pran-RFL Group, Aameir
Alihussain, Managing Director,
BSRM Group of Companies and
Miran Ali, Managing Director,

Ahsan Khan Chowdhury called
upon investors and businessman
to cash in on the tremendous
potential of business growth
in Bangladesh backed by the
facilitation of the government.
He said Bangladesh will continue
to grow to change the lives of
millions. “If you have the right
spirit, passion and desire to
grow, others will follow. If the
country grows, businesses will
automatically flourish.”
Aameir Alihussain sighted capacity
and skills development and
access to finance for SMEs as the
stimulating factor for the next level
growth of Bangladesh.
“Bangladesh has a great potential
in future for further foreign
investment and grasping on that
will bring positive results for the
economy,” he said.

Figure: Mirsarai Economic Zone.

Paban Chowdhury, Executive
Chairman of BEZA mentioned
this while addressing a webinar
titled ‘Enabling Investment Climate
to Realize Great Potential’ held
recently in partnership with
Chittagong Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (CCCI) Bangladesh
Center of Excellence (BCE).
The discussion focused on the
diversification of investment,
readiness of economic zones to
facilitate such diversification of
investments, and potential sectors
for investment.
The session was chaired by CCCI
President Mahbubul Alam and
moderated by N. Rajashekaran
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Bitopi Group were among the
distinguished panelists at the webinar.
Praising the efforts of the
government in developing
economic zones across the
country Mahbubul Alam
emphasized especially on the
importance of guiding the investors
in choosing the appropriate sector
for investment so that investment
doesn’t get concentrated in limited
number of sectors.
Investors need to be guided
on finding the right sector for
investment which should be a part
of a comprehensive investment
diversification strategy, he added.
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Miran Ali said Bangladesh RMG
sector can easily double its
production in next few years
through diversified investment
specially focusing on man-made
fibers instead of traditional cotton
products and the country needs to
brand itself globally to attract both
FDI and export buyers.
Rajashekaran praised the
uniqueness of the Bangladeshi
market and the inclusive culture
of the Bangladeshi people and
discussed the potential of SMEs and
diversified investment opportunities.
“Bangladesh is a nation which has
tremendously grown even during
the global pandemic, reflecting on
the tremendous work ethic of the
people and a growing consumer
market with countless possibilities.
We approach tomorrow with more
energy and passion to further inspire
investment in Bangladesh,” quoting
Rajashekaran the release said.

Industry Best Practices

Significance of training in
total quality management
Redwanul Hasan
Over the past 100 years, the quality methodology
has evolved from the apprentice relationship to the
concept of total quality management (TQM). Since
the phrase came into being without definition, it
reflected a piecemeal approach to total quality
control in comparison to the engineering-defined
approach.
Many quality professionals took the quality concept
far beyond meeting customer requirements to
include the interests of the many stakeholders in the
organization.

1. The behavioral sciences
2.	The analysis of quantitative and no quantitative
data
3. Economic theories
4. Process analysis.
A core definition of total quality management (TQM)
describes a management approach to long-term
success through customer satisfaction. In a TQM
effort, all members of an organization participate
in improving processes, products, services, and the
culture in which they work.
Training of TQM is badly needed for this approach
because, in our academic system, specific and
industrial knowledge of quality management is not
provided yet. Engineer Kawsar Alam Sikder, CEO,
ALIGANZ LTD says his valuable speech about quality
management. He says, “Quality management should
be service-oriented not inspection-oriented.”
If we want to know about the importance of
total quality management training, first, we
have to understand the benefits of total quality
management. Why does it important for the textiles
and Readymade Garments (RMG) industry of
Bangladesh.

Figure 1: There is no alternative other than training of TQM in a
highly competitive garment business.

As a result, many TQM efforts failed. Data indicate
that these organizations have more to gain by
reengineering their TQM processes than by focusing
on improvement in other areas. To succeed,
organizations need to prepare a series of vision
statements that define the course or training they
want the organization to take, then design the
improvement process that will ultimately allow them
to achieve their goals.
The history of total quality management (TQM)
began primarily as a term launched by the Naval
Air systems management to quality improvement.
This style was remarked as Japanese style. Toyota
Company launched their inspection sections. An
umbrella methodology is used for describing total
quality management that prescribes:

If we oversee our competitor countries are how
much concerned about quality product, it can
be astonished. Leading manufacturing industries
of Bangladesh are inclining to produce a quality
product but still lag due to less training and proper
knowledge.
ISO refers to an international organization for
standardization which makes and publishes
international standardization. China is in the top
position to get ISO certifications as they produce
a quality-based product not quantity-based.
Bangladesh has no presence in this queue.
To manufacture a quality-based product, we have
to have proper knowledge and skills about quality
management.
Why training is needed
Total quality management training has immense
importance not only to develop the quality product
but also increasing employee efficiencies. The
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significance of total quality management training is
enlisted below:
1. A
 cquiring competitive position: Garment business
is very much competitive. Order can be canceled
for little mistakes. To achieve a top position in front
of the buyer, quality management is a must.
2. A
 daption to changing market conditions: The
apparel market condition is changing day by
day. It is a movable market. If manufacturers and
buyers are not concentrated on apparel market
conditions, it will be difficult to sustain in the
market.
3. Reduce cost and enhance better cost
management: One of the main objectives
of efficient production are making product
in minimum cost within scheduled time by
maintaining buyer’s required quality parameters.
For this reason, quality management training is a
must.
4. High profitability: Every organization wants
to make a profit, but the secret of profit is not
known to all. To gain a high-profit rate, quality
management is a required tool.
5. I mproved customer focus and satisfaction:
Gaining customer satisfaction and meet up
customer demand are the vital challenges of

Figure 2: Historical evolution of total quality management.
Source: Researchgate

quality performance. Quality management training
can help a learner to know ways of improving
customer focus and satisfaction.
In conclusion, the demand for quality is increasing
instead of quantity. It is asserted that quantity does
not matter only quality matters. Not only textiles
and RMG industries but also other organizations'
total quality management is a key indicator of profit
margin. The fourth industrial revolution is knocking at
the door due to COVID-19 effect. If textiles and RMG
industries cannot meet quality requirements, it will
be difficult to hold top positions in RMG exports for
sure!

Bluesign got official recognition by German
Government for its sustainable approach
Rahbar Hossain
Bluesign, a textile chemical management specialist
company, has been recognized by the German
government for its sustainable production for public
procurement purposes. Bluesign invited over 500
stakeholders to participate in the feedback process for
the most recent revision of its Bluesign Criteria, allowing
the Bluesign System to continue to develop.
According to Kilian Hochrein, Director-Environmental
Affairs, one of those stakeholders, this will help
transform and improve the textile industry’s market
and technological protective apparel segment.
It will help Gore’s efforts to provide highperformance protective fabrics with the least amount
of environmental impact to professionals in the
public safety, defense, and workwear arenas, he said.
The Bluesign System sets and controls standards
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for the environmentally friendly and healthy
manufacture of sustainable textiles, with the goal of
eliminating hazardous substances from the start of
the manufacturing process.
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Finishing of nylon fabric
for antibacterial activity
Rony Mia, Research Assistant, College of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Wuhan Textile University, China
Due to COVID-19, the demand for
antibacterial finished fabrics has
increased rapidly. The fabrics not
only protect from viruses but also
stops the spreading of diseases
from one person to another. That is
why the number of applications in
antibacterial finishing for medical
purposes is growing very fast.
Comparing with natural fibers,
synthetic fibers have some
advancements in medical and
surgical applications. It provides
good strength, flexibility,
hydrophobicity as well as moisture
and air permeability. Nylon fibers
have outstanding physical and
chemical properties.
Some of the healthcare products
such as bedding, wipes, surgical
gowns, clothing, bandages,
plasters must be hygiene and have
the ability of resistance to bacteria,
mildew, and insect attacks.
Several researchers have worked
on the antibacterial finishes on
nylon fabrics. This includes a wide
range of chemical and physical
methods. Nylons are interacted
with the chemicals and provides
surface resistance to bacteria.

excellent antibacterial efficiency.
On the other hand, some of the
chemicals have low stability due to
their only surface treatment. The
treated chemicals were placed on
the nylon surface and not bonded
with the polymers.

A modified silicon surfactant is
also used as a coating on nylon
fabric (Figure 1). The treatment
was carried out plasma technology
where the surfactant decomposes
into insoluble silanol and two
water-soluble products. Mainly, it is

Table 1: Chemical treatment of nylon fabric for antibacterial activity.
SL.
No.

Chemical Name

Interaction with fiber

Stability

1.

N-Halamine

Using formaldehyde as a linking
agent

3 months

2.

Quaternary
Ammonium
Salts

Ionic interactions between
anionic carboxylic end groups
of nylon and cationic quaternary
ammonium salts

Up to 50
washes

3.

Tinosan AM 100

Using high temperature for
entrapped into the fiber

4.

poly
(methacrylic
acid)

Nylon fiber in a dilute solution of
poly(diallyl-dimethylammonium
chloride) and capped with the
chemical

Up to 30
washes

5.

Antibiotics
(doxymycin)

Diffusion of doxymycin into the
fabrics

Up to 50
washes

6.

Berberine

N natural cationic yellow dyes

Up to 30
washes

7.

PA6/Agnanocomposites

Oxidation of the nanocomposites
and a subsequent diffusion to
the sample surface

1 year

-

Chemical treatment
Different types of chemicals have
been used for the development
of antibacterial activity on the
surface of nylon fabrics. The list of
chemical treatment is summarized
in Table 1. Here, it is revealed that
some of the chemical treatments
show good stability.
The PA6/Ag- nanocomposite
treated nylon fabric has stability
up to 1 year. The nanoparticles are
fully diffused to the nylon surface.
The PA6 was filled with a 2 wt%
nano-silver which exhibits an
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Physical treatment
Nylon fabrics are subjected to
some of the physical treatments.
The surface modification using
gas plasma is another method for
effective biomedical applications
like sterilization.
The antibacterial activity of
nylon fabric was achieved by
plasma treatment or grafting with
polymer. A few metal and oxides
are sprayed over the nylon fabric
to make the antibacterial surface.

April 2021

degraded into plasma powder and
makes linkages between the ester
and silicon-oxygen bonds. This
study also suggests a long-term
antibacterial finishing on nylon
fabrics.
Besides this physical and chemical
treatment, others studies are
chemical modification of nylon
fabrics. Using a vinyl monomer
containing a quaternary
ammonium group create
grafting co-polymerization
of nylon fabrics. Another

P r o c e s s i n g To d a y
grafting co-polymerization
glycidyl methacrylate onto
nylon fabric makes a redox
reaction of β-cyclodextrins or
monochlorotriazinyl.
An effective process has also
developed for grafting acrylic acid
onto nylon fabrics. The modified
nylon fabrics also show good
results against gram-positive and
gram-negative bacteria.
It is concluded that the above
antibacterial finishing on nylon
fabric can provide effective
approaches than the traditional
treatment.

Figure 1: Modified silicon surfactant.

ZDHC welcomes new
contributors and friends
ZDHC Story
This April, two Contributors and
two Friends of ZDHC join our
community. By doing this, they
join our vision of widespread
implementation of sustainable
chemistry, driving innovations
and best practices in the textile,
apparel and footwear industries.
From the textile industry

eco-friendly processes and drives
sustainable business practices with
a focus on environment, health
and safety.
Also joining ZDHC is Kelheim
Fibres GmbH, a manufacturer of
viscose speciality fibres based
out of Germany. Their fibres are
used in diverse applications from

Hayleys Fabric PLC, a pioneer in
weft knit fabric manufacturer in
Sri Lanka joins ZDHC. Founded in
1992, and today recognised as a
world-class fabric manufacturer

with a high degree of innovative
capabilities with their Brand,
INNO. The Company focuses on

fashion, hygiene, medical products
to nonwovens and speciality
papers. All fibres are made from
100% wood pulp from PEFCTM or
FSC© certified sources, are fully
biodegradable making them an
environmentally sound alternative
to petroleum-based materials.

As friends of ZDHC
Brooks Running sells its
performance footwear, apparel,
running bras and accessories in more
than 50 countries worldwide. Its
brand purpose is to inspire everyone
to run their path to a better self by
creating the best gear, tools and
experiences. Founded in 1914, Brooks
is a subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway
Inc. and headquartered in Seattle.
Zimmermann is a leading Australian
luxury womenswear brand with
a global reach and a focus on
craftsmanship and responsible
production. Founded in 1991 in
Sydney by sisters Nicky and Simone
Zimmermann, the label quickly won
a loyal following of smart, sartorially
savvy women with an eye for quality
fabrics and timeless designs. Today
there are stand-alone Zimmermann
stores in key retail destinations in
Australia, the US and Europe.
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Reduction of effluent load
by using sustainable dyes
in textile wet process
Antu Roy Chowdhury (Transformation Leader), B.Sc. in Textile Engineering, European University of Bangladesh
Engr. Sahadat Hussain (Industry Expert), Senior Consultant & Trainer, Sustainable Development Engineering, ERI Ltd.
Md. Mahbub Alam (Industry Expert), Founder & CEO, Eco Growth Industrial Solutions
Md. Nuruzzaman (Industry Supervisor), DGM, South West Composite Ltd.
Subrina Yesmin (Academic Supervisor), Lecturer, Dept. of TE, European University of Bangladesh.
Prof. Dr. S. M. Fatah-ur-Rahman (Academic Supervisor), Chairman, Dept. of TE, European University of Bangladesh.

Abstract
This report focused on the minimization of
wastewater generated by the textile industries.
Sustainable development, even incurring loss, is
required from the perspective of the high percentage
of industrial water pollution. As such, using
sustainable dyes (Huntsman’s Avitera SE reactive
dyes) we have omitted three wash-off baths in
dyeing. Finally, we have reduced water, energy, and
time remarkably in dyeing maintaining the quality
of dyed fabric in the textile wet process which may
be thought of as one step forward to sustainable
development. In this paper, we have reported the
reduction of effluent load substantially by using
Avitera SE reactive dyes.
KEYWORDS: Effluent, Avitera SE, Reactive Dyes,
High Fixation Dyes, and Sustainable Dyes.
Introduction
In recent years, the demand for eco-friendly
materials in textile processing has considerably
increased and more emphasis is laid on sustainable
clothing. As the effluent of textile industries is
polluting the environment throughout the world, it is
time to switch to sustainable dyes while producing
clothes.
Textile industries are consuming over five trillion
liters of water, equivalent to two million Olympicsize swimming pools, to dye 28 billion kg of textiles
each year producing gallons of effluent containing
harmful chemicals such as formaldehyde, chlorine,
lead, mercury, arsenic, etc. which are thrown away
without being neutralized. It has been estimated that
approximately 20% of industrial wastewater is the
direct result of the dyeing and treatment of textiles.
A lot of people, mostly children, are affected and

All projects are supported by-

died every year from waterborne diseases using such
contaminated water.
Different types of conventional dyes are used in
different stages of textile processing producing
effluent with a variable composition of BOD
(Biochemical Oxygen Demand), COD (Chemical
Oxygen Demand), DO (Dissolved Oxygen), TDS
(Total Dissolved Solids), etc. which costs much
again to recycle the wastewater from the effluent
using a series of operations such as; coagulation,
flocculation, aeration, and filtration techniques
mainly reverse osmosis.
In recent years significant developments have been
done in the textile wet process which reduced the
consumption of water, energy, and chemicals in
dyeing and washing processes hence reducing the
effluent load in turn. The most available techniques
of effluent load reduction are the substitution of
conventional dyes and chemicals to sustainable dyes
and chemicals, use of high-quality raw materials
(yarn, fabric, etc.), and use of new technologies
(supercritical fluid dyeing, plasma dyeing, ozone
technology, nanobubble technology, etc.). Of them,
we have selected the sustainable dyes (Avitera SE
series, which is free from restricted aryl amines)
considering high fixation rate, and use of a lesser
amount of water compared to that of conventional
dyeing hence conserving energy and time.
Yeşim Tekstil is one of the largest textile groups in
Turkey and has long relied on Huntsman’s Avitera SE
dyes to meet their targets for environment-friendly
production and Right First Time (RFT) dyeing. Yeşim
Textile has recently introduced the use of Avitera
SE reactive dyes to medium and dark shades. In
Bangladesh, Viyellatex Group has also adopted the
Avitera SE dyes for its award-winning flagship dye
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technology for application (exhaust) on cellulosic fibers.

and caustic soda) was linear.

In this paper, we reported the use of sustainable
reactive dyes (Avitera SE) on cotton fabric supplied by
South West Composite Ltd. where the total experiment
was done and found the reduction of water, energy,
and time remarkably in dyeing maintaining the quality
of dyed fabric in the textile wet process.

Once the dyeing operation was completed, an
aliquot of effluent was taken after the matching
of shade and before draining the effluent and was
tested within 24 hours. After the completion of the
whole operation, the quality of the dyed fabric was
also tested.

Experimental

Market
Research and
Selection of
Sustainable
Dye Series

Shade
Selection
and Baseline
Observation

Baseline Data
Collection and
Interpretation

A series of operations were done to determine the
effluent load, effectiveness of sustainable dyes
(Avitera SE) in the dyeing process, and the quality of
the dyed fabric.
Market research and selection of sustainable dye
series
In Bangladesh, 80-85% of textile factories are cottonbased. Value addition in knitted and woven RMG
is over 70% and 35% respectively. So, we focused
on reactive dyes to dye cotton knit fabric and
explored sustainable dyes from a few companies
in Bangladesh. Avitera SE series was selected from
Huntsman Corporation and analyzing the technical
features of the products it was observed that
Avitera is free from restricted aryl amines including
para-chloro aniline, it has a very high degree of
fixation, requires less wash-off cycle, and consumes
less water, energy and time compared to that of
conventional dyes. That is why Avitera SE was
considered the best polyfunctional sustainable
reactive dyestuffs.
Shade selection and baseline observation
In order to assess the load of effluent, a dark shade
(Red) was selected to prepare a swatch in a sample
dyeing machine (QR630 Series High Temperature &
Pressure Dyeing Machine) using conventional dyes.
For baseline observation, a trial was done in 1:20
liquor ratio using existing raw materials of South
West Composite Ltd. (Table 1) and maintaining the
existing subsequent procedure shown in (Figure 1, 2
and 3).
The exhaust (Isothermal) method was used in dyeing
(Figure 2). The dosing of dyes and chemicals (soda
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Sustainable
Dyes Selection
and Recipe
Development
(Lab Trial)

Dyeing with
Avitera SE in
a Developed
Process and
Data Collection

Table 1. Raw materials (baseline)
Fabric type: 100% Cotton, S/J
Fabric GSM: 150
Fabric weight: 5 Kg
Colors & Chemicals
Name of item

Dosing (gm/lit) Quantity (gm)
Pre-treatment chemicals

Multifunctional scouring
agent/TF-120C

1

100

Hydrogen peroxide

1.50

150

Peroxide killer

0.04

4

Acetic acid

1

100

Enzyme chemical

0.60

60

Dyeing chemicals
Leveling agent

0.30

30

Anti-creasing agent/LR

0.50

50

Sequestering agent

0.40

40

Glauber’s salt

72

7200

Soda ash

3

300

Caustic soda

1.20

120

JIN Orange W3R

1.49029 %

74.514

INDO Red ME4BL

2.898 %

144.90

JIN Red M2B

1.9047 %

95.235

Dyes

After-treatment chemicals
Acetic acid

0.70

70

Soaping agent

0.20

20

Anti-creasing agent

0.30

30

Acetic acid

0.10

10

Softener

0.75

75
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Figure 1: Pre-treatment process of baseline operations.

Loading
Machine
40˚C, 10
mins
Water &
Grey Fabric

Scouring &
Bleaching
95˚C, 40 mins
Multifunctional
Scouring Agent &
Hydrogen Peroxide

Hot Wash
80 ̊ C,
10 mins

Cooling
80 ̊ C

Normal
Hot Wash
40 ̊C, 5

40 ̊ C
Water

mins

Water

Drain

Drain

Checking pH
for 4.5
55˚C, 5 mins
Peroxide
Killer &
40˚C Acetic Acid
Water

Normal
Hot Wash
40 ̊ C, 5
mins

Water

Drain

Drain

Bio-polRaise
ishing Temperature
55˚C, 40 70˚C, 10 mins
mins
40˚C Enzyme
Water

Drain

Normal Hot
Wash
40˚C, 5 mins
Water

Drain

Drain

Normal Hot
Wash
40˚C, 5 mins
Water

Drain

Figure 2: Dyeing process of baseline operations.

40˚C
Water

Dyes Dosing
60˚C, 20 mins (Dosing), 20
mins (Run)
Water (20 liters added in
the dosing tank from the
boiler) & Dyes

Chemical Dosing
60˚C, 5 mins
Glauber Salt, Levelling
Agent, Anti-creasing Agent
& Sequestering Agent

Caustic Dosing
60˚C, 10 mins (Dosing),
30 mins (Run)
Caustic Soda

Soda Dosing
60˚C, 20 mins (Dosing)
Soda Ash

Shade
Checking
Shade ‘Okay’

Drain

Figure 3: After-treatment process of baseline operations.
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Wash)
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Soaping
90˚C, 10 mins
Soaping Agent
Normal Hot Wash
40˚C, 5 mins
Water

Drain

Normal Hot Wash
40˚C, 5 mins
Water

40˚C
Water

Drain

Finishing &
Unloading
Machine
40˚C, 10 mins
Water, Softener,
Anti-creasing
Agent & Acetic
Acid

Drain

Drain
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Figure 4: Dyeing process of ﬁnal operations.
Chemical Dosing
60˚C, 5 mins
Glauber Salt, Levelling
Agent, Anti-creasing
Agent & Sequestering
Agent

Dyes Dosing
60˚C, 15 mins (Dosing), 15
mins (Run)
Water (20 liters added in
the dosing tank from the
boiler) & Dyes

Soda Dosing
60˚C, 15 mins (Dosing), 5
mins (Run)
Soda Ash

Caustic Dosing
60˚C, 15 mins (Dosing),
30 mins (Run)
Caustic Soda

Shade
Checking
Shade ‘Okay’

40˚C
Water

Drain

Figure 5: After-treatment process of ﬁnal operations.
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Baseline data collection and interpretation

and dosing time of caustic soda.

During baseline operation, we observed that the
existing procedure comprises 100 minutes of
dosing and run time (dyes, soda, and caustic soda),
seven wash-off baths of after treatment, and high
temperature of soaping whereas by using Avitera
SE it would be possible to reduce, dosing time, run
time, temperature and number of wash-off baths.
It is to be noted that TF-120C (multifunctional
scouring agent) was being used by the factory instead
of detergents, anti-creasing agent, sequestering agent,
caustic soda, and stabilizer in the pre-treatment process.

The second normal hot wash after rinsing, normal
hot wash baths after neutralization and soaping were
minimized by changing the parameters of aftertreatment such as process sequence, rinsing method,
rinsing temperature, normal hot wash temperature
and soaping temperature depicted in Figure 5.
Once again, after the final dyeing operation, an
aliquot of effluent was taken after the matching of
shade and before draining the effluent and tested within
24 hours. After the completion of the whole operation,
the quality of the dyed fabric was also tested.

Sustainable dyes selection and recipe development
(lab trial)

Results And Discussion

As per our selected shade (Red), a recipe was
developed for Avitera SE sustainable dyes in place of
conventional dyes. Avitera Gold SE and Avitera Red
SE were combined to get the desired shade.

This paper relates that effluent load is reduced by
using Avitera SE (Figure 6, Table 5) conserving
energy (Table 6) and time (Figure 7) thereby
increasing productivity retaining the quality of dyed
fabric similar to that of the swatch (Table 7).

Table 2: Lab trial
Items

Quantity

Fabric weight

5 gm

Avitera Gold SE

2.40 %

Avitera Red SE

3.30 %

Glauber’s salt

70 gm/lit

Soda ash

20 gm/lit

M: L

1:8

Temperature

60 ˚C

Effluent load reduction and cost-saving
Almost all effluent treatment plants are required
to measure BOD, COD, TDS, and DO as a measure
of the pollution values in the water. Accordingly,
the effluent test results (Table 4) are obtained
by following the in-house test method (CERT.
NO.01.039.16, Certified by Bangladesh Accreditation
Board) and (Accredited for ISO/IEC 17025:2005).
Table 4. Effluent test report

Recipe of dyeing (exhaust method) of 100% Cotton
S/J (150 GSM)
Dyeing with Avitera SE in a developed process and
data collection
Scaling up of dyeing from gm to kilo lab scale was
done with a developed process sequence. Raw
materials and process sequence were the same from
the beginning of the loading of the machine of pretreatment process to auxiliary chemical dosing of dyeing,
as was done in baseline operations (Figure 1 & 2).
The final operations were completed by changing the
raw materials shown in (Table 3) and changing the
subsequent procedure shown in (Figure 4 & 5).

Test name

Baseline result

Final result

BOD (Biochemical
Oxygen Demand)

490 mg/lit

328 mg/lit

COD (Chemical
Oxygen Demand)

1500 mg/lit

1309 mg/lit

TDS (Total
Dissolved Solids)

19,970 ppm

34,400
ppm

DO (Dissolved
Oxygen)

5.10 mg/lit

4.6 mg/lit

The above results revealed that by using Avitera SE
dyes the characteristics of effluent such as BOD,

Washing-off Consumption
2000

Table 3: Changes made in Table 1
Fabric GSM: 166
Name of dyes

Dosing (%)

Quantity (gm)

Avitera Gold SE

2.40

120

Avitera Red SE

3.30

165

In Figure 4. changed parameters of dyeing are
dosing time of dyes, run time after dosing of dyes,
dosing time of soda, run time after dosing of soda,
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Figure 6. Comparative water consumption in liters (baseline
and final operations)
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Avitera SE
Conventional Dyes

COD, and DO are reduced by 162 mg/lit, 191 mg/lit,

20
after-treatment process.

15

Description

Value

Water-saving/day

270,000 lit *

Water cost-saving/day

540 BDT

ETP cost saving/day

810 BDT

Total cost saving/day

1,350 BDT

Annual water supply and
treatment cost saving

405,000 BDT

* Annually: 81,000,000 liters
Cost calculation is based on, production/day (15,000
kg), average liquor ratio (6), number of steps eliminated

10
5
0

Dyes
Run Time
Soda
Run Time
Caustic
Dosing Time (after dyes dosing) Dosing Time (after soda dosing) Dosing Time

Figure 7. Comparative time (mins.) consumption of individual
process (baseline and final operations)

batch (20 mins), average batch size (655 kg), and
average time/batch (480 mins).
Quality of dyed fabric

m3 (3 BDT), and working day in a year (300).
Energy conservation and cost-saving
Cost calculation is based on, production/day (15,000
kg), average liquor ratio (6), soaping temperature
for the conventional process (90˚C), soaping
temperature for the developed process (60˚C),
temperature reduced in/batch (1 bath), rinsing
temperature for the conventional process (40 ˚C),
rinsing temperature for the developed process (60
˚C), normal hot wash (after rinsing) temperature for
the conventional process (40˚C), normal hot wash
(after rinsing) temperature for the developed process
(60˚C), temperature increased in/batch (2 baths),
normal hot wash temperature (40 ˚C), number of
normal hot wash bath eliminated (3 baths), specific
heat of the water (1 KJ/kg), working day in a year
(300), the heating value of natural gas (37,335 KJ).
Table 6: Annual energy cost saving
Description

Value

Heat energy saving/day

4,500,000 KJ

Annual heat energy saving

1,350,000,000 KJ

Annual natural gas saving

36,159.10 m3

Natural gas cost/m3

6.74 BDT

Annual energy cost saving

243,712.33 BDT

Productivity increased by saving time
Productivity increased by 4% with the saving of
time in the dyeing and after-treatment process.
Productivity calculation is based on, time saving/

The quality of the final dyed fabric compared to that of
baseline dyed fabric is found the same. (shown in Table 7).
Conclusion
Endeavour on environmental sustainability means
to encourage habits that have positive long-term
impacts on the environment restoring resources.
Using sustainable reactive dyes in dyeing cotton
fabric that is available in the market is a step forward
to sustainable development. Sustainable dyes like
which is reflected in our work, contributing to ethical
production considered to be ecofriendly. Dyeing
with Avitera is a new technology and in the near future
From the perspective of the world’s sustainability,
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Table 7: Dyed fabric quality (baseline and final)
Test name

Method

Colorfastness to wash

ISO 105-C06/C4A

Result
Acetate

Cotton Nylon Poly

Acrylic

Wool

4/5

4

4/5

4

4

4/5

Colorfastness to rubbing (Dry)

ISO 105x 12/C8

3/4

Colorfastness to rubbing (Wet)

ISO 105x 12/C8

3
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Abstract
Delay of a single box of trims or accessories causes
the whole production line to stop; that is how
production efficiency is reduced. This project is
concerned with ensuring an efficient trims and
accessories management procedure. The research
focuses on standard communication efficiency,
proper use of information technology for managing
the workflow of trims and accessories receiving trims
and accessories. All the materials are to be available
at production floor at right time right, quantity, and
right quality, if it is followed standard operating
procedure and TNA plan along with establishing
real-time data-based monitoring system capturing
transactions at every business process related to
this co-ordinating with cross-functional sections or
departments such as merchandising, procurement,
audit, commercial/accounts, store and inventory,
quality. For developing such a standard procedure of
the trims and accessories management, the project
focused on the usage of updated technology for
managing data and communication. The project
methodology concentrates on the implementation
of DMAIC and cause and effective diagrams are used
for reducing major problems and 5S Concepts for
improving the scenario. Besides that different lean
concepts are used to complete this project and result
measurement.
Key Words: Trims and accessories, Efficiency, ERP,
Backward linkage, 5S, DMAIC, Cause and Effect
Diagram, Garment industry
1. Introduction
Inefficient management procedure in managing trims
and accessories is a common scenario in our country.
It causes late production issues higher. The whole
industry suffers from this as it causes late production
which results in shipment delay. Relevant executives
are not conscious of the digitalization of the data
and communication system. They are comfortable
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with manual information flow system that causes
lower trims and accessories management efficiency
which results in low productivity. the problems
come to the eye on the production floor. But
inventory management is primarily responsible for
the notification of the problem. After proto sample
approval, trims and accessories need to be approved
by the buyer. Sometimes buyers nominate suppliers
and sometimes the industry needs to source by itself.
Required trims and accessories can be collected
from the regular supplier or alternative supplier or
local market. So, it's a matter of fact to deal with
a new supplier for a very few particular materials.
The buyer often time changes the previously
approved materials. Sometimes, buyers demand
some materials to source from another country.
There needs a lot of paperwork like LC, PO, etc.
It’s another fact to delay. There needs an effective
and active follow-up mechanism with a proper
remaindering process ensuring zero information gap
amongst the merchandiser, audit officer, inventory
manager, supplier and production manager. They
need to notify each other about the production
date. Sometimes, time responsible person fails to
follow-up on the current status of materials and
workflow. Delay of trims and accessories production
line goes stop. So, planning got failed. All the set up for
production become wastage. It causes wastage of time.
Delay of trims and accessories production line
goes stop. So, planning got failed. All the set up for
production become wastage. It causes wastage of
time, human resources, power(electricity). It also
damages the harmony of production. Shipment
got delayed or canceled. We have already known
that on-time delivery of trims and accessories
management is not enough efficient. The basic
reason may be the unconsciousness of the relevant
employee who is responsible for communicating.
Due to a lack of frequent follow-up, it maybe
happened. The research will find the route cause of
the problem. Exactly why and who is responsible for
the inconvenience; how this problem has occurred.
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1.2 Background: Textile & Apparel Industries are
going through a critical time. Need to eradicate
every possible reason for low productivity. Need
proper transformation to meet the competitive
market demand. The whole world is going through
strategic changes. Time and Action Plan need to be
met with 100% accuracy.
1.3 Hypothesis: Company officials will be conscious
of the digitalization of the data and communication

system. They will be comfortable with the manual
information flow system. Trims and accessories
materials will be available on the production floor
at right time right quantity and right quality, if it is
followed standard operating procedure and TNA
plan along with establishing real-time data-based
monitoring systems capturing transactions at every
business process.
1.4 Objectives: The objectives of the project are

Table-1: Factor analysis table for losing accuracy in trims and accessories management
S/L

Types of Delay

Causes

Responsibilities
Man

1

Manufacturing
Delay

1. Trims and accessories late
approval

yes

2. Lack of follow-up and
creating pressure on
supplier

yes

Machine

Management

3

4

Supply-Chain

StoreManagement

1. Single sourcing
yes

3. Poor understanding

yes

1. Counting mistake

yes

2. Overlook notification

yes

yes

3. Manual data managing
sheet

yes

yes

4. Communication gap

yes

Yes

5. Memory issues

yes

6. Mis-understanding with
supplier and Production
manager

yes

5

6

Technology

Documentation

yes

yes

yes
yes

yes

yes
yes

yes

5. Memory loss

yes

1. Tendency to not accepting
new technology

yes

yes

2. Lack of Training to cope
up with new technology

yes

yes

3. Complexity of the user
module

yes

1. P/O delay

yes

2. Faulty processing

yes

3. Overlook

yes

4. Poor skill

Yes
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yes

yes

3. Frequent Load Shedding
(internet connection loss)
4. Delay mailing

yes
yes

2. Poor plant layout

Communication 1. Manual TNA
Delay
2. Lack of live and real-time
data flow

Others

yes

3. Raw materials unavailability
2

Materials

yes

yes

yes
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below;
1.	To find out the route cause of the low efficiency
of trims and accessories management.
2.	Achieving better human efficiency.
3.	Introducing new and updated technology for
data management
4.	Awaken the responsible person to follow-up
smartly and accordingly.
5.	Proposing a better and smart monitoring system
for the industry.
6.	Ensuring documentation accuracy.
7.	Ensuring the right amount of right materials at
right time according to TNA.
8.	To make a smooth and on-time information flow
with zero communication gap. Communication
will be easy and accurate.
9.	Assurance of achieving supply-chain, production
and shipment lead time.
10.	Creating a smart inventory management system.
2. Literature Review
The author couldn’t find any specific research or
papers about ‘Trims and accessories management
procedure.’ A journal about the backward linkage
of RMG by Mohammad Rakib Ibn Habib says that
Trims and accessories are in a good position in
Bangladesh. But, due to complete this project there
needed some theory and method which includes
lean tools and concepts. The root cause analysis is
an analytical tool that is defined by Wilson (1993). In
2005, the Canadian root cause analysis framework
summarized that the most important component for
understanding defects in manufacturing is this root

cause analysis. They tried to understand the event
by reviewing and identifying unanswered questions
and information gaps. Siekannskiski and Borkowski
(2003) summarized that the usage of cause and
effect diagram helps to identify the areas especially
subjected to defect formation. Pareto diagram, a
Statistical control tools, directs to the irrevocable
separation of main nonconformance in defects.
Jadhav and Santosh (2013) represented the causeeffect diagram as a systematic approach to find the
root cause of one of the major defects is needed. G.
Vijayakumar, Y. Robinson (2016) showed how man,
machine, materials, etc. are to be shown in Pareto
analysis. They also showed how DMIAC,5S of six
sigma are to be used. Another paper by Hewan Taye
Beyene (August 2016) about reducing defects in
the sewing section shows details of using DMIAC of
Six-sigma. ‘Reducing Delays in Delivering Garments
using DMAIC-Six Sigma Methodology’ (Sep 2015) by
Thuraya Hamdi, Faten Fayala, Mohamed Jamali and
Nizar Saidane helps the author to understand DMIAC
of six sigma.
3. Methodology
This research focuses on developing on time trims
and accessories delivery procedure in the selected
garment industry located at kashimpur, Dhaka.
Lean tools and techniques are used to minimize
the delay of the existing garment scenario of the
selected firms. The information and data collected
were scrutinized and properly arranged so that
further study and analysis could be performed.
Quantitative data were analyzed by using graphs
and tables. Various types of information are given in
the data table-1. Based on the data table-1, analysis
has been shown by Pareto Diagram (figure-2). Based
on table-1, Pareto analysis helps to identify 82% of
delay occurs due to the unconsciousness of humans.
Causes are shown by the Cause and Effect diagram
(fig-3). By visiting the buying house & factory and

Table-2: ‘Trims and accessories management accuracy Index’ data table before implementing DMAIC, the
5S concept with Demo of live data stream technology (MS excel synched with google sheet.)
S/L no.

Title

1

Communication Skill

2

Human Efficiency

yes

3

Supply Chain Efficiency

yes

4

Data management efficiency

5

ERP Management

6

Modern Technology base TNA NO
management

7

Auditing accuracy

8

Strategic Management skill

9

Change acceptance mentality

10

Data safety
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Availability (0)

Low (1)

Moderate (2)

High (3)
yes

yes
No ERP software

yes
yes
yes
no
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then questioning the store manager, merchandiser,
and production manager author managed to
get data. Most of these are qualitative data. The
collection of data is analyzed and the technique
used for problem-solving is DMAIC of Six Sigma
methodology and for achieving on-time delivery.
‘5s’ tool can be used for improving human sincerity
and responsibility. Therefore this research work
minimized delay of trims and accessories receiving
by implementing ‘5S’. The author created a demo of
a live stream data flowing store management sheet
for the project. It was used while implementing 5S.
After that, an index namely ‘Trims and accessories
management accuracy Index’ was introduced by
the author to determine the evaluation of the data
from table-2 and table-5. The detailed analysis of the
following steps:
4. Findings And Analysis
Identification of the problem in industry
Find several reasons behind the problem
Major and route causes are examined by ‘Pareto
Analysis’ under lean concept and shown by ‘
Cause and Effect’ diagram.
Through studying previous literature,
choosing suitable lean tools for delay
minimizing are determined.
The existing scenario of trims and
accessories management of the factory
is analyzed by implementing 5S tool.
Implementing 5S concept and Demo of live data
stream technology (MS excel synch with google
sheet.) 5S implementation for improving the scenario.
Suggest guideline for the further improvements
Figure 1: Steps involved in the detailed analysis

Collection of data and information has gathered
some records from the cross-functional sections or
departments such as merchandising, procurement,
audit, commercial/accounts, store and inventory,
quality.of the selected garment firms and the
observation made of the factory and buying-house.
The information as well as data has been gathered
from production supervisors, managers and chief
executives of garments through the questionnaire,
physical observation, telephonic contacts and
interview. Finally, all data has been analyzed by
using tables, graphs and some tools such as Pareto
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analysis, cause and effect diagram, DMAIC approach,
5S and Trims and accessories management accuracy
Index.
4.1 Factor analysis: There are 6 types of factor
that causes inconveniences. Each factor has some
sub-causes. Most of the causes rely on human
responsibility. The table-1 shows the details of the
observation. There are 5 responsible stake-holder for
the problems;
Man: Mostly responsible stake-holder behind the
problems. Human errors are the most frequent
problems.
Machine: Technology like software, applications, etc.
are represented by machine.
Management: Management's unwillingness, methods
and policies are represented through the term.
Materials: Raw materials to produce trims and
accessories are represented through the term.
Others: Health issue, Stress, laws-restrictions, etc. are
represented through the term.
4.2 Pareto Analysis: Table (1) the percentage of man,
machine, management, materials and others affects
the trims and manufacturing management procedure
are determined, which are shown in figure (2) with
the help of the Pareto chart. By Pareto analysis, it
has been found that Man is responsible for most of
the flaws. Lack of updated technology(machine)
is also making many problems such as poor data
management, communication gap etc.
4.3 Findings and Analysis of DMAIC through cause
and effective analysis:

Pareto Analysis
25

100%

20

80%

15

60%

10

40%

5

20%

0

Man

Machine Management

Others

Materials

0%

Figure 2: Pareto analysis for factors that affecting efficiency
on-time delivery of trims and accessories. (Based on data from
table-1)

This is a project which is based on qualitative data
collected by questioning and observing. I proposed
the authority, solutions for problems that I have
observed and measured. I have visited the company’s
buying house and factory to identify the problem and
provide relevant solutions to improve. Most of the
garments followed the DMAIC approach eliminating
any type of delay and improving efficiency.
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Calculation of data from table-2

Table-3: Rating Scale

Attained Point

Total Point Percentage

Rating Status

Rating

Percentage

14

40

Below Standard

Very Below standard

1-30 %

Below Standard

31-60%

Standard

61-80%

Excellent

81-100%

35%

Unwillingness to accept new
and updated technology

Poor tracking and follow-up
mechanism of current status of
the materials and processing

Frequent Load shedding
(internet down)

Lack of knowledge and
motivation

Poor data management policy

Lack of training and
skill

Information gap and
communication gap

Lack of interest

Man

Machine

Materials

Method

High dependency on a single
supplier for trims and accessories

Having faulty raw materials by
supplier for producing trims
and accessories
Poor quality materials supply

Low eﬃciency
in on time
trims and
accessories
delivery
procedure

Manual communication and
data management
Poor planning strategy

Unhealthy documentation
process in order procedure

1) Define: In the selected garment industry, for trims
and accessories 82% of delays are occurred due
to the unconsciousness of humans. There is also a
significant cause for the delay which is the lack of
advanced technology ( mention as the machine in
data presentation table 1 and figure 1). Such as the
company doesn’t use live stream data flow of the
TNA plan. They don’t use any ERP software. This
cause also implies on man, because employees are
not comfortable with updated technology. To
minimize delay and maximize communication
efficiency, by the study under literature review, the
author suggests implementing the DMAIC concept
and before that author suggests to use a demo
of MS excel synch with google sheet designed
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for store management having live stream data
flow with multi-user (such as Top management,
merchandiser, finance department, store department
and production department) for minimizing
communication gap and on time reminding the task
each other.
Identification of variables:
Controlled Variables: 1. Production planning. 2.
Machines and maintenance 3. Quality management
4. Sells Channel 5. Forward linkage of supply chain
Independent Variable: 1. Data managing system
2. Communication procedure 3. TNA software
4. Supply chain (Backward linkage) 5. Store
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Reactive Dyes and Dye Intermediates
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Behind
Colors
DYECOL CELF
DYECOL CEFT
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management 6. Motivation tools (incentives,
promotions, training) 7. Knowledge and soft skill 8.
Lean tools and concepts
Dependent Variable: 1. Lead time 2. Production
Efficiency 3. Human efficiency Sincerity and
consciousness of communicating person 4.
Monitoring and follow-up capacity 5. Communication
skill 6. Profitability 7. Scheduling efficiency
2. Measure: This project is based on qualitative data.
So, for understanding the existing scenario logical
drive of baseline, table (1) and data table (2). Based
on table (1) Pareto analysis percentage calculation
of cause is measured. By observing the scenario
physically and collecting data through questionary
the measurement is done.
3. Analysis: In this stage deals with the optimum
solution attained through the root cause of the store
management process. According to the cause and
effect diagram found the solution for the problems.
4. Improve: In this stage is to determine the
solutions for the selected garment industry problem.
This project attained minimizing the delay of trims
and accessories and improving human efficiency,
communication efficiency, data management
efficiency, and management strategy through
brainstorming with the help of a literature review.
5. Control: In this stage, achieved improvement is

TTH-STB Projects

controlled structurally with the help of lean concepts.
5. Implementing 5s concept with demo of live data
stream 5S is a method that simplifies the garment
work environment, eliminates the garment wastes
and non-value added activities while reducing
defectives, and improving efficiency and safety. The
5S concepts concentrate on the effective workplace
of firms and standardized work procedures. Each of
the five S's indicates the first letter of five Japanese
words like Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu, and Shitsuke
that outline the steps involved in a better workplace
environment and good housekeeping.
6. Result discussion and evaluation
This project is highly dependent on qualitative
data. It’s very difficult to measure qualitative
data accurately. For calculating data, the author
introduces the term ‘Trims and Accessories
Management Accuracy Index’ which is measured
from ten basic factors that affect trims and
accessories management procedure and its
efficiency. It represents the standardization of trims
and accessory management procedures.
6.1 Finding of final results:
6.2 Technical break-down of the result: Trims
and Accessories Management Accuracy Index
is measured from data table-2 and data table-5
respectably before and after implementing

Table 4: Solution for all major problems with its causes
Area

Causes

Man

Lack of interest

Improve supervision

Lack of skill

Arrange training and skill improvement session

Lack of knowledge and motivation

Arrange motivation sessions and increase incentives

Unwillingness to accept new and
updated technology

Grooming

Information gap and communication gap

Add ERP software

Load shedding (internet down)

Use a high power generator

Poor data management policy

Use MS excel synching with google sheet

Poor tracking and follow-up mechanism
of the current status of the materials
and processing

Use ERP

High dependency on a single supplier
for trims and accessories

Change the strategy of the supply chain.
Subscribe multi-sourcing

Manual communication and data management

Use live stream data flow technology

Poor planning strategy

Recruit planning manager

Unhealthy documentation process in
the order procedure

Recruit factory account officer

Having faulty raw materials by the supplier
for producing trims and accessories

Ensure strict quality control

Poor quality materials supply

Ensure better dealings with the supplier

Machine

Management

Materials
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Table-5: ‘Trims and Accessories Management Accuracy Index’ data table after implementing DMAIC, the
5S concept with Demo of live data stream technology (MS excel synched with google sheet)
S/L

Title

Availability (0)

Low (1)

Moderate (2)

1

Communication Skill

2

Human Efficiency

yes

3

Supply Chain Efficiency

yes

4

Data management efficiency

5

ERP Management

6

Modern Technology base
TNA management

7

Auditing accuracy

High (3) Excellent (4)
yes

yes
No ERP
software
yes
yes

8

Strategic Management skill

9

Change acceptance mentality

yes
yes

10

Data safety

yes

Calculation of data from table-2:
Attained
Point

Total
Point

Percentage

Rating

29

40

72.5

Standard

DMAIC, the 5S concept with Demo of live data
stream technology (MS excel synch with google
sheet.). Table-2 shows the value of the ‘Trims and
Accessories Management Accuracy Index’ is 35%
which represents below standard. The rating scale is
also shown in another table (table-3). By changing
independent variables, experimentation is done.
After experimentation, the author again measures
the‘ Trims and Accessories Management Accuracy
Index. This time the index shows the result of
72.5% which is ‘standard’ on the rating scale. By
comparing
table-2 and table-5 the author
measured the value of the index increases from 35%
to 72.5%. That shows us management accuracy is
increased by 37.5%. The above-discussed data tells
us communication skill is improved high to excellent.
Human and supply chain efficiency is increased low
to high. Technology using capacity and acceptance
mentality is also significantly improved. Data safety
has increased and the information gap has reduced.
6.3 Financial Analysis of the result: The industry
is not interested in providing financial information.
Besides that, it’s quite difficult to measure profit
margin difference for that particular improvement in
trims and accessories management.
Conclusion: The projected hypothesis is not
achieved properly. But, we have found a significant
transformation through this project amongst the
industry personnel and management. Due to the
corona crisis, the methods are not perfectly applied.
But the project shows a standard direction to
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manage trims and accessories for the RMG industry.
Communication efficiency, well-organized data flow,
human efficiency, monitoring accuracy are the key to
achieve 100% accuracy for getting on-time delivery
of Trims and Accessories. The project helps to find
the major problems that affect Trims and Accessories
on-time delivery. Most of them are human errors.
Continuous monitoring and follow-up is the key to
solve all these problems. Lean concepts such as 5S,
DMIAC of six sigma, Kaizen, etc. are very effective for
improving this type of scenario.
Recommendations:
1.The applied procedure and improvement are
needed to be carried on.
2.ERP software should be used for time and action
plan management.
3. Soft skill development is highly needed for
company officials.
4. After the corona situation the above-discussed
experiment can be implemented properly again.
5. The experiment can be done in a large industry for
better results and analysis
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Benevolent Textile Services allies
with Textile Today Innovation Hub to
bring innovations in textile industry

Figure: Ashraful Alam (Founder and President) (4th from the right), Alamgir Rahman (CEO) (3rd from the right), Fahim R. Chowdhury
(VP) (2nd form the right), Md. Rakibul Islam (Manager-Technical and Marketing) (1st from the right) from Benevolent Textile Services,
A.S.M Tareq Amin (Founder and CEO of Textile Today), Md. Eousup Novee, GM- HR and Strategy Textile Today were present in the
Memento handover ceremony.

Sanjoy Saha
Benevolent Textile Services, an
internationally reputed textile
trading company having the most
diversified knowledge in Digital &
Conventional textile fabric printing
as well as Screen/Placement
printing joined hand with Textile
Today Innovation Hub on 8 April.
A memento handover ceremony
was held at its office premise
where Ashraful Alam (Founder
& President), Alamgir Rahman
(CEO), Fahim R. Chowdhury
(VP), Md.Rakibul Islam (Manager
-Technical & Marketing), Abdullah
Al Mamun (Asst. Manager-Business
Development), Rashed Mosharof
(Executive-Technical & Marketing)
of Benevolent Textile Services, A.S.M
Tareq Amin (Founder & CEO of
Textile Today), Md. Eousup Novee,
(GM- HR & Strategy of Textile
Today) were present . Tareq Amin
handed over a memento to Mr.
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Ashraful Alam for his contributions
towards Textile Today Innovation
Hub as Gold Associates.
Ashraful Alam Said, “Benevolent
Textile Services is not only
trying to introduce the latest
technologies with the Industry but
also ready to provide the technical
support to get the best output
from the installed machines.”
“Previously, we have done some
significant improvements in the
R&D and production process in
different renowned industries. We
will try our best with the printing
technologies and diversified
knowledge in textile printing to
carry the industry forward to cope
with the upcoming challenges.
Currently, we are focusing on the
digital printing segment. Lots of
avenues yet to be explored,” he added.
Highlighting the lacking of efficient
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professionals in AOP sector
Ashraful Alam said, “We need to
disseminate the knowledge and
the opportunities of this fastgrowing sector with the upcoming
Textile Professionals, so that they
can select AOP as a career. With
these efficient professionals having
diversified knowledge in textile
printing the Textile Printing Industry
of Bangladesh will go forward
strongly.”
A.S.M Tareq Amin said, “We are
very happy to have Benevolent
Textile Services as associates of
Textile Today Innovation Hub. I
believe this association will bring
innovative and sustainable STB
project. The outcome of the project
will help the industries to unearth
the effective ways to go forward
with best possible technologies.”
Benevolent Textile Services have
the below partners who have

Steering Innovation

specialized in high-performance
products in their respective fields:
Digital Printing:
•	Digital Printing Machine (Multipass: JAVELIN, Single-Pass: PIKE)
•	Digital Printing Inks (NEBULA
SERIES for Kyocera Printheadfor Reactive, Disperse, Acid and
Sublimation Print)
•	Digital printing Inks (FLARE
SERIES for Epson Printhead – For
Reactive and Sublimation Print)
Brand: SPGPRINTS B.V – The
Netherlands (Former STORK B.V
–HOLLAND)
Rotary Printing:
•	Rotary Printing Machine
(STORMAC RD ID, PEGASUS EVO)
•	Rotary Printing Engraving
Equipments
• Rotary Screen
Brand: SPGPRINTS B.V –The
Netherlands (Former STORK B.V
– HOLLAND)
Rotary Endring
•	High-Pressure Water Stripping

Machine
Brand: WENK s.r.l –Italy
Flatbed Printing:
•	Flatbed Printing Machine (BORUI
– Swiss Technology)
•	Flatbed Printing Engraving
Equipments
Brand: BORUI
Printing Chemicals and Auxiliaries:
•	Reactive, Acid, Disperse and
Vat printing Thickener (Brand:
POLYGAL AG)
•	Water Soluble Blanket Gum –
PVA (Brand: Mitsubishi Chemical
Corporation –Japan), Permanent
Blanket Gum – SERIPRINT T
& GT (Brand: SERIX –Taiwan),
Thermoplastic Adhesive –SCR
43 (Brand: SPGPRINTS –THE
Netherlands)
•	Aluminum Frame and Bolting
Cloth (Brand: Makrokun-China)
•	Pigment Printing Auxiliaries
(Brand: Alta Chemicals – Italy)
•	Sizing Chemicals (Brand:
AGRANA – Austria)

•	Rotary and Flatbed printing
Engarving Chemicals (Brand:
SPGPRINTS-The Netherlands, Embee
Corporation-India, CSK-China)
Benevolent Textile Services
(BTS) offers full range of printing
screens, chemicals, thickeners
and specialty auxiliaries for
textile printing. Because of their
high-performance products and
professional service, BTS has
established itself as one of the
renowned and trusted trading
company, especially in the textile
printing sector in Bangladesh. One
can trust Benevolent Textile Services
as a “One Stop Printing Solution”.
By partnering with BTS ‘Textile
Today Innovation Hub’ will expand
to a larger scale that is already
working on various industry projects
to support, facilitate, innovate and
enrich the textile industry.
Becoming a part of this ‘Innovation
Hub’ Textile Today Associates will
be allowed to utilize the platform’s
knowledge, communication, and
networking leverage in the market
as the innovation-driven business.

Fine arts students have immense opportunity as
designer in garment printing sector
Redwanul Hasan
Fine Arts is recognized as one
of the creative subject due to its
creative nature. Bangladesh has a
rich history in fine arts in various
public and private universities.
Despite that, textiles and RMG
industry in Bangladesh face an
acute crisis with designers. Focusing
on that point, ‘All Over Printing
Technologists of Bangladesh’
organized an online seminar
entitled ‘How Fine arts students can
contribute their skills in Garment
and textiles printing section.’
With the aim that fine arts
students can contribute
significantly to the RMG industry
in Bangladesh. And the career
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pathway of fine arts students in
the printing section.
Md Salauddin, Chairman, ASK
Apparel & Textile Sourcing gave his
constructive speech on the career
pathway of fine arts students in
the printing section.
Salauddin said, “If it is possible to
show our design capabilities and
organize exhibitions to showcase
global buyers, we can demand better
prices from them.”
Engineer S.M Abdur Rahman,
President, All over printing
Technologists of Bangladesh added
his valuable speech on that seminar.
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Abdur Rahman prescribed
that, “universities with fine arts
department should include textile
courses aiming the garment
printing sector design and
development.”
After an interactive session,
speakers voiced their desire to
hire fine arts students as designers
in the printing section. Fine arts
students of the various university
participated in the online session.
Textile Today was the media
partner of the program.
Finally, the online session ended
with a FAQs session.

C2C Advertorial

CHT Group: Fully committed to
circular economy with C2C by CHT
Sustainability is not just a trend but one of the crucial values that underpin CHT’s
innovative power. It determines the daily work and the company’s strategy. As an
innovative and sustainable partner of the textile industry, the CHT Group is always
working on tomorrow’s ideas and solutions. The latest shot: 103 products of the CHT
assortment are awarded the highest rating, the Platinum Material Health Certificate
Birgit Holz, CHT Germany GmbH, Textile Auxiliary Solutions
Daniel Inauen, CHT Switzerland AG, Bezema Colour Solutions

Circular economy takes over a
decisive role
The CHT Group is convinced that
recyclable textile products are the
right way to protect resources and
reduce the environmental impact.
For this reason, all employees
work closely together with the
customers and brands to achieve
common goals; avoiding waste
and harmful substances used or
produced in the textile production
process and developing materials
with an ecological benefit.
The principle of Cradle to Cradle®
is a pioneering step in the textile
world that fits perfectly to CHT’s
sustainable strategy: Right from
the start products shall be created

which are suited for the biological
(compostable) or technical
(recyclable) circulation. The CHT
Group focuses on the development
of dyes, pigments and auxiliaries
for textile finishing which can be
decomposed without leaving any
residues and easily returned to the
natural circulation.
With 72 textile auxiliaries and
31 dyes/pigments, CHT has
succeeded in achieving the highest
rating, the Platinum Material Health
Certificate of the Cradle to Cradle
Products Innovation Institute.
These products help textile
manufacturers to achieve the
Platinum rating in Material
Health, one of five categories of
the Cradle to Cradle Certified™
product standard on finished
textiles. This contributes to giving
textiles a positive ecological
footprint.
Pretreatment by CHT
The pretreatment range
comprising sustainable and
economic processes such as
desizing, washing and bleaching
is suited for all discontinuous
and continuous applications and
material types.
Dyeing by CHT - Auxiliaries

Figure: Sustainability is not just a trend
but one of the crucial values that underpin
CHT’s innovative power.

Selected auxiliaries for sustainable
and economic dyeing procedures:

the products are suited for
continuous and discontinuous
dyeing.
Dyeing by CHT - Dyes
A wide range of dyes allows
sustainable and economical dyeing
of textiles with maximum fastness
levels.
Ecoprint by CHT
The first of its kind: specially
selected and innovative printing
system which contains waterbased print pastes. Ecoprint by
CHT was specially developed to
make textile products biologically
recyclable in a safe way.
Finishing and coating by CHT
The product range for finishing
and coating which facilitates
textile processes such as raising,
rewinding, sewing and softening.
They can also be used to provide
additional effects and finishes
which can be tailor-made in line
with the article's intended use.
The CHT Group assists customers
around the world in making their
contribution to sustainable and
ecological textiles. In all processes
along the textile value chain, the
CHT Group has gained excellent
experience and know-how over
many years, which they apply
every day throughout the world.
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Agro-textiles can be a
great solution for various
problems of agro-industry
Rafiul Islam
Being an agricultural country Bangladesh has a
tremendous opportunity to be compatible by
manufacturing agro-textile. As we know that about
60 percent of the population of our directly or
indirectly depends on agriculture for their livelihoods,
so it’s high time to grab the opportunity.
Agro-textile is a significant and emerging sector
among all the twelve sectors of technical textiles.
It covers all the textile products from horticulture
applications to fishing and animal husbandry
applications. The importance of Agro-textile is wide. It
protects crops from climatic effects and yield production
helps to increase plant height, reduces the requirement
of pesticides and fertilizers. Agro-textiles prevent the soil
from drying and also improve product quality.
Bangladesh is lagging in using textiles in agriculture.
Most of the farmers are not familiar with the
importance of using agro-textiles. To overcome the
increased demand for food for increasing numbers
of people, the country to increase food production.
For meeting this demand, farmers are using
more fertilizers and pesticides. But fertilizers and
pesticides have a hazardous effect on health. From
this perspective, agro-textile can play an important
role in Bangladesh.
Classification of Agro-tech: Depending on use, agrotextile can be classified as:
Agro-textile products for crop production and packing
•	
•	Agro-textile products for horticulture and floriculture
•

Agro-textile products for forestry

•

Agro-textile products for animal husbandry

•

Agro-textile products for fishing and aquaculture

There are numerous agro-textile products used in
various agricultural sectors. They are shown in the table.
What are the properties needed to be an ideal
agro-textile product?
The key functional properties of agro-textile
products are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather resistance
Resistance to micro-organisms
Light Weight
Resistant to solar radiation
Resistant to ultraviolet radiation
Long service life
Biodegradability
Water conservation
Stable construction
Tensile strength
Abrasion resistance
Protection properties

Which type of raw materials are perfect for agrotextile products?
The most significant requirements of textiles for
agricultural applications are weather resistant and
resistant to micro-organisms. Therefore, synthetic
fibers are the best choice of material for designing
agro-textile products. Among all these fibers the
polypropylene and polyethylene are extensively used.
Whereas among the natural fibers only jute is used, as

Crop Production and
packing

Horticulture & Floriculture

Forestry

Animal Husbandry

Fishing &
Aquaculture

Woven

Sunscreen, packing
sack, insect meshes,
cold and frost control
fabrics, nets for
covering pallets, tape
nets, ground cover.

Sunscreen, Root ball net

Soil
protection
fabric

Tape net, Mats for
animals

Anti-fouling nets

Knitted

Plant net, Bird
Protection net, Shade
cloth, Wind shield, Anti
hailstone nets, Support
nets, Monofil nets.

Plant net, Bird Protection
net, Shade cloth,
Windshield, Anti-hailstone
nets, Harvesting nets, Insect
meshes.

Udder protection
nets, mosquito
protection nets, tape
nets

Fishing nets,
Aquaculture
nets, Anti
fouling-nets.

Plastic Sheets

Ground cover, Cherry
cover

Ground cover, Greenhouse
cover, Rain protection fabric

Braided & Twisted
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Ultraviolet radiation
protection sheets
Baler twine, belt
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Fishing line

Cadira® Denim | Cadira Laundry
The ultimate ecological processing of denim

Combine the most sustainable indigo dyeing process with the
latest garment finishing technology for the ultimate ecological
processing of denim.
The Cadira® Denim process using DyStar Indigo Vat 40% Solution and
Sera® Con C-RDA allows salt-free dyeing with strong effluent load reduction.
For laundry applications DyStar offers Cadira Laundry, a complete range of
products designed for the latest generation of ultra low liquor ratio machines.

Committed to Sustainability

www.DyStar.com
, DyStar, econfidence, Cadira and Sera are registered trademarks of DyStar Colours Distribution GmbH
Copyright of the material in this advertisement is owned by, or licensed to, DyStar Singapore Pte Ltd
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it serves not only the functional purposes but also has
biodegradability and acts as a natural fertilizer at that
point.
Which type of fiber used in manufacturing
agro-textile?
Jute

Viscose

LDPE, HDPE

Cotton

Cotton Polypropylene

Hemp, Coir

Wool, Sisal
Fiber

Polyethylene mono
filament & multi filament

Polyester

Cottonpolyester
blend

Nylon monofilament &
multi filament

HMPE

Some application of agro-textile:
 ulch mat, Fishing nets, Windshield, Packing Material
M
Bird protection net, Mosquito protection nets,
Harvesting nets, P
 orous tube for localized irrigation,
Support nets, Insect meshes
What are the benefits of using agro-textile?
Nowadays Textile products are manipulating a
relatively significant part of agriculture from climatic
circumstances and production conditions.
Agricultural textiles are using for their outstanding
environmental resistance, mechanical properties,
simple techniques, environmental durability
characteristics, can improve the quantity and quality
and safety of agricultural products, agriculture,
resource security, agro-ecological environmental
security, the market competitiveness of products
play a significant role, as well as the textile industry

to accomplish structure natural adjustment of the
Special priority to the development of products.
Agro-textiles prevent the soil from drying out by
boosting the crop yield and improving the product,
quality. Such textiles protect the farmer from harmful
pesticides. Agro textile products like shade netting
and thermal screens enable saving of 40% on energy
used for heating greenhouses.
Farmers have also found that the use of agrotextiles generates development in the quality of fruit,
uniformity of color and, prevent staining. As we are
not using pesticides and herbicides, so in the entire
process there will be inconsequential pollution.
As a consequence, we can say that agro textile
exploiting a vital role to assist the atmosphere with
crop production, eliminate variations in climate,
weather transformation, and generate optimal
conditions for plant improvement. Thus, the demand
for textile goods in the field of agriculture has been
pointed up and playing their role to diminish the
usage of poisonous pesticides, and herbicides to
render a healthy farming culture underlined.
Therefore Bangladesh should also enhance the
acquaintance of the farmers with agro-textiles for
the elevation of the agricultural sector and bring out
the development in its use as well adequately be the
strength of the agricultural area. So, now it is our
turn, to carefully and beautifully shape this infant
technology, to contribute to the nation's economy.

Indian cotton yarn prices fell
E. Novee
As the Indian cotton yarn
inventory grows, simultaneously,
prices of cotton yarn fell from the
recent peak seen at the beginning
of this year.
Industry leaders are expecting a
further price decline from 1 May
when a revision in rates is due
owing to less demand.
For last 15 days, almost all counts
of yarn prices have dropped by
at least ₹10 a kg as demand is low
due to the 2nd wave of COVID-19.
This deadly second wave affected
the textile mills production have
dropped and it is impacting yarn
offtake.
In last 6 months Indian spinning
mills passed a good time with
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huge demand for yarn came from
Indian and global markets.
In recent times, India’s COVID
positive has taken a deadly turn.
With the surge of COVID cases
and many States have stated
lockdowns. This has forced many
spinning mills’ workers, who have
come from other States, to go
back to their villages due to fears
of strict lockdown like last year.
Interrupting the production.
“A yarn inventory of 15 days
has built up,” said K Selvaraju,
Secretary-General, Southern India
Mills Association (SIMA), the apex
body of the textile industry in
southern India.
High yarn price is one of the biggest

April 2021

challenges for the Indian apparel
industry and since last few months
the issue has been in limelight.
Just few days back, spinning
mills claiming overstocked yarn,
requested PM for intervention to
liquidate yarn.
As many states across India have
imposed curfew/lockdown, there has
been a fall in the demand of cotton yarn.
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